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This · thesis investigates the effects of, pressure leakages an·d bypass flow 
, 
rates: the effect of vJiocity and tempercitllre nonuniformities; and the effects or' 
\' . 
rotation a] sp~ed on the performan.ce of a regenerative type heat exchanger, more 
. . 
SfJerifical]y 'I an, air preheat.er'· (.i\PH). All the numerical., or theoretical resu I ts 
\\·ere obtained using the RPHMT code. This code is able to predict axial and 
circurr1ferential API1 rr1etal and fluid temperatures. The input for the RPHi\1T 
code~ inlet temperatures and ve]ocities~ were either measured at the Potornac 
'· 
Electric Power Company's !v1organtown Cnit. 2 generating facility or they were 
• • 
predic: ed by the I-f Ei\ TRT code. The HE.~ TRT code~ among other results., is 
al)l<· to compute air and gas flo\\1 rat.es any\\·here in the power f)lant. rfhe 
\) 
predicted rnetal and fluid temperatures \Vere · rorhpared to actual fie)d data 
ol>tained at Morganto\vn.- The. in.put velocities nePded J-0 run the RPlIM1' cc>de 
I 
\\'ere calculated frc>rn inlet air and inlet gas flow rates. These flo,v rates were 




These flo\\' mod.els, used to simulate the J\1organto\vn lJnit 2 APH, are 
\ 
referred to as ~1odel .i\ and Model. B. Leakage J\1odel A incorporates air leakage 
at the cold end of the .. i\PH only; \Vhile ~1odel B, on· the other hand, not only 
includes pressure leakage at bot'h the cold and hot end;' but it also incorporates 
bypass flo~·s of air and gas. Both uniforn1 a.nd distributed, velocitv and 
., 
te111r)erature profi]e~ ,vere used to predict metal temperatures. The distributed 
;.! 
v£>Jocity profiles were either · measured in the ducts leading · to .the .i\PH or ,vere 
assumed ··to····· have specified shapes.· The speed of rotation was kept constant 












It was established that · the leakage model that best simulates · the 
Morgantown APH is i1odel B; this model incorporates bot.h leakages and bypass 
0 
flows. ·Therefore., the - flow rates required to calculate the inlet velocitie5 · into 
-· 
the APH should be estimated from this ,model. The temperature 
' , 
nonuniformities do not alter the outcome of the metal temperature predictions 
I 
. 
significantly (\\rorst case - 4._° F. discrepancy). T}1e velocity nonuniformities do . 
• 
., 
have a significant effect on the metal temperature predictions. The measured 
velocity profiles., in the ducts leading to the .r\.PH, \\'ere accurate a11d . consistent 
in r>redirting met.al ternperatures at the . intermediate and outer radius (worst 
case 1 18 (· F discrepancy)~ but \\.'ere inaccurate and inconsistent at the inr1er 
radius (best case - 86 G F discrepacy ). Tl1e uniform velocity .. profiles \Vere 












' ' ' 
Chapter 1 
,·,.-.' •,,, ' 
. ' 
lntroductio11 
' ·1 -·\'· ., • ' • ~- '·; ·,,.. f J ,• 
-· 
Corr1bust.ion is an exothermic process in \,·hich a fuel . such as a coal, 
rc-iar.ts \\·i th oxygen in the~ air. l n po\ver plant applications, , part of the heat 
Ii Lera t.ed from the reaction is ustd t.o generate st ea n1. \\' hich in t. urn produces 
power. Jdea.lly. if the product gases of con1bustion exit. the power pJant at the 
, ..... ·-- .. , 
sarne t en-iperat ure as the incon1ing -air needed for ,()ill bust.ion. the po\\'f>r plant 
,. 
\voul<l operat.e at rr1axirnurn efficieHcy. In striving for the ideal pov,:er plant~ the 
flup gas nn\\'S t hrl)ugh a sfriPs of heat exchangers prior to escaping into the 
,, 
at.rnosphere. l-sually. th<· last in the series of heat ('\changers is a L.,jungstrom 
air preLeater (.\P11). S('(' r'igure 1-1 . 
.-\. n ;\ P H is a d f' \' i c e i n \\' h i c h t h P n 1 et a I r n a t r i x rot at es and t. • x c h an g es heat 
bet \\'Pf'n the hot. exiting product gases t C> t h t · r o I d . . . llJCOTJllTlg a1r. \\'hile the 
matrix -is in the gas strf'am. the gas .. -j-~( coolrd and the n1etal is heated. \\t.hile 
in the air strearn, on the other hand. the metal is rcloled and the air is heated. 
\ot only does an ~i\.Pll in1prove the· overall f)O\ver plant efficiency by lo,vering 
the but. also combustion by . It. . improves efficiencv 
... 
. 
exit gas ternperature~ 
increasing the inlet In general. ~.\ PHs' have a · high heat . air temperature. 
transfer effectiveness and are able to .recuperate most ·of the thermal energy that 
~ 
\vou]d otb(lf\Vise be lost out of the the pov;er pl·ant ·~ stack. 
l-r1fortunat.elY. one of the by-products of co111bustion is sulfciric acid. and if 
. •, 
t.be metal temperature al t hP cold end of the ~:\ f)H drops , belo\\: that. of the 
'·sulfuric acid~s de\vpoint, the acid condenses onto the metal sttrface. Sulfuric 
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· surface~ requiring sections· of the APH eventually to be·· replaced. Two, when 
,r__./ 
acid condensate and fly ash. particles unite and adhere to the surface,· the flow 
\ 
fJassages of the APH become· plugged and more fan power is required to operate 
the uflit. . · And three, the fly ash and liquid condensate composite acts as an 
insulator and reduces the · APH's effectiveness. 
' 
In order to prevent the 
dt·trirnental effects ca.used by 'sulfuric · acid condensation." one common practice 
arnong utilities is to raise the cold er1d metal temperat:ure of th~- APH. The 
u 
. . . 
raised bv the :\PH"s inlet • 1nf reas1ng air 
"' 
cc>ld end te1nperature can be 
tJ' 
t ern.perat u re. ThP inlet air can be heated . . the .t\. r 11 bv prior t.o entering 
• 
allo\,·ing the air to flow through a st.earn air hf'a.t.<'r (S:\.H ). see t"'igure 1-2. The 
amount of beating is pror>ortjc>nal to the flo~' · rate of st Pam through the S.i\]l. 
Raising the cold end te111perature of the· :\.Plf. \\·hich also raises the exit 
gas temperature~ solves the problems caused by sulftiric aci-d rondensa.ti(>n; but, 
at the sarrie tirne. increa~ing the, cold end t en·1perat.ure lovters 1 hP overall power 
•. .;} 
plant efficiency by allo\ving .th~rmal ent·rgy to escape the f>O\ver plant. An exit 
gas temperature that, -optimizes the over al] pla.nt efficiency 
., 
and 
ccJrnJ)romises between stack · ]osses an·d the detrimental efi'ects of acid 
condensation~ needs to be determined. To .determine the optimum exit oas 0 
tcmr>erature. it is necessary to kno\\: th·e behavior of sulfuric acid condensation 
as a function of power plant operatir1g condit.i"'~ns. This. in tl1rn. requires an 
, .
...... 
accurate kno\\·]pdge of the APll metal temperature distril>ution as a function of 
pl>\\'er f>lant o~ating conditions. 
Two· comput_er programs \vritten at Lehigh l~niversity~s Energy R.esearch 
Center enable one to solve· for the. APH~s rneta] t.ernpera..t ures as .a function of 
' 
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and the RPHMT [2] code. The HEATRT code requires input on the power 
plant operating conditions such as coal composition, temperature and flow rate 
. ' 
of steam, temperature of the inlet air,. · cycle heat rate, and other operating 
. 
param.eters. 'Among other results, the code is able"'to compute coal flow rate, 
• 
air and gas flo\\' rates anywhere in the plant. boiler efficiency, and' g-ross 
electrical t~neration [ 1]. , Flow rates predicted "by the HEA TR T code can be 
used to calculate velocities needed as input for the RPH:\lT code . 
. The RPHMT code was written to calculate axial and circumferential fluid 
and n1eta) ten1perature distributions in a rot.ating regenerativr. heat exchanger. 
The code is able to distinguish between different flo\\· geometries in the axial 
'.I! 
direction~ and it allows for nonuniform velocit v 
• 
and t.emperature boundarv 
.. 
conditions of inlet gas and inlet . air. lt ,also accepts rotational speed as an 
• r 21 
'put '. J· The RPH~1T code is very helpful in determining the i\.PH~s n1etal 
temperature distributions as a function of operating conditions, \\rhich can then 
be used in the study of sulfuric acid deposition . 
. An intrinsic problem with rotating · regenerative heat exchangers is the 
leakage of air from th~e· l1igh pressure air stream to the lower pressure gas 




exchangers • the bypass of . and In this of the fluid flo\VS lS air ga~ . case .. part 
l>Pt\veen the .i\ p I-I and the APH . :rather than flo\\-'ing through the device casing 
itself. Kno,~i_Jedge of ·air leakage al}d bypass flo,,·s is in1po'rtar1t in order to 
distinguish between externa.J· and internal flo\\· rates ... .\n external flo,v rate. is a 
flo\\· in a duct "",. hich leads t.o~ or departs from the .. \PH. .\n in tern al flo\\· 
rate., 011 the other hand.. is the actual flo\v through the APll after leakage and 















internal g~s flow rate 
gas b 
air leaka e air leakage 
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APH flo,\; model illu.strating air ]eakage, h)·pass -flo\vs. external 
..f-1 
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average velocities flowing into the APH, .an acclfrate assessment of 
internal flow rates is· imperative. As seen later, 
1 
these velocities play a major 
role in the accuracy to which the RPHMT co.de predicts metal temperatures. 
The scope of this thesis · was to develop and test a leakage flow model 
\ 
that .. \vou)d accurately simulate an actual air preheter. . In cJrder to determine 
this Jrakage mode]. the effects of inlet velocity and temperature nonuniformities, 
the effect of · bypass and of air leakage, and the effect of rotational speed on the 
JJPrfortnance of the ~f\.PH were investigated. Chapter Two discusses the field 
testing,. instrurnentation, arid procedures involved in acquiring data. .Chaptc'" 
"fhree describes the theory needed for the analysis. (:hapt.er Four pr'esents the 
results; and (.~hapt.er Five recaps some of the main ideas discussed in the thesis 
and intr<)duces suggestions for future work.,_._· _ 











. Chapter 2 
Field Testing and Instrumentation 
2·.1 lr1troductio11 
/ 
To verify the accuracy to \Vhich the air preheater code (RPHMT) predicts 
,. 
rnetal temr)eratures, it \Vas necessary to acquire field data so that predicted and 
A. 
rnPasured terr1peratures could be compared. ~t\11 the field data shown in this 
report \Vere gathered at the Potomac Elect rir })o\ver Company ·s \1organto\\:n 
l~nit 2 at \"e\\·burg~ \1aryland. The tests \Vere rand ucted at four target loads 
~ 
during t.he surnmer of 1987. · The target loads \vere: 585 \·1 \\'. 4 30 I\1\V. 350 
' 
\l\\'. and 25() M\\7• A total of six test points \vas obtained at each load. 
,t\ typical APlI test consisted of bringing the target load to steady state, 
creating a computer file in \vhich to store rneasured metal temperatures, and 
printing on-line inf orma.tion at)out the po\ver plant operating conditions. The 
on-line information relevant to the ~~PH test was the stack flow rate, the 
1\PH's inlet and exit air and gas ,temperatures, the gross power generation, and 
the cvcle heat rate . 
.. The stack flo\v rate and the AP H's fluid temperatures .. 
\Vere needed for mass balances and energy balar1ces required to solve for gas and 
air inlet flo\\' rates. Frorn these flo\\' rates~ average gas inlet velocities and 
average air inlet velocities \Vere computed and used as· input for the RPHI\,1T 
code. The cycle he.at rate \Vas needed as input for the HE .. \ TRT code. · ..i\ir 
apd gas flo\\: rates predicted by the HE .. i\. TR T cc>de \\'erP compared to ffo\\1 rates 
calculat~d from energy and mass balances using the measured st.a.ck flo\\1 rate as 
an ·b, input quantity. 
10 
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The APH at !\1organtown has a horizontal shaft a·nd rotates at 1.09 RP~1. 
It is approximately 42 feet in diameter ·and has a span of a};u:>ut nine feet in 
the axiaL direction. The axial direction is composed of four different sections. 
. . '<.......,...,--· 
\V hich range fron1 the gas inlet . and &ir outlet face, to the gas outlet and air 
'\ 
inl<'t face of the APH. rfhese sections are respectivel,y the hot end, the hot 
intt,rn1ediate end. the cold int.errnediate end, and the cold 1 end~ see Figure· 2-1. 
Each end cornprises twelve foll sector baskets and is characterized by different 
flo\v passages v.·hose geor,tt?t.ries are sho\\,n in Figl1re 2-2.. T e hot end · has the 
·~ j 
~./ 
sn1allest flow pas1ages and therefore, the densest n1esh. This is because sulfuric 
acid condensation .v.rill not occur at the high temperatures encountered at this 
e11d·~ consequently~ there is no. need for 
relieve plugging. At the sar,r1e time~ the 
the large flo\v · passages required to 
~ 
denser mesh is able to absorb more 
heat and .!Tlake the heat· transfer process more ef~ctive. The cold end· .. <>n the 
, 
other hand, has the largest· flov.' passages in order to alleviate plugging caused 
b~, sulfuric acid found in the, flue gas. The acid is likelv to condense at the 
• 
]o\ver t.emperatures associated with this end. "· 
The _r\Pll. metal temperatures were measured at the cold intermediate end, 
\Vl1ere sulfuric acid 'cond()nsation is thought to commence~ and at the cold end, ·~ 
\Vhere condensation is (-'Xpected t(> be a . maximun1. These temperatures were 
obtained >. using two APJ1 f u]l sector baskets equipped , with 
) 
36 
therrnc>cou ples attached t.o the baskets' metal surf a,c.e. The locations of these 
• > 
' 
t.hermocouples are sho,vn in Figure 2-3. The thermocouple v.:ires \\'ere brought 
' 
out of the APH through a special seal. Once outside t.he APH.. the\ ... 
,._ ... ~-
• 1 1 
.. ~ / 
-

















hot intermediate end 





































































Hot end and hot intermediate 
~ . 
end section 
.'. .....~.'\, .... ,~ 
Cold intermediate end section 
' 
Cold end section 
I\ 
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Figure 2-3: Locations of the APH·s thermocouples 
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• • /' svstem. The output from the" stationary receiver was then stored 1n a ,., 
mainframe computer. 
2.3 GasJ> arid Air Temperature Measurements 
I 
For purposes of analysis~ average fluid temperatures associated with the 
.. \PH ':Vere required. Gas ·inlet~ gas outlet, air inlet'I and air,, .outlet average 
' 
ternperatures, \Vere used for effectiveness calculations and for energy balances. 
The inlet .t.ernpera.ture.s \Vere, further used as a s9urce of input. --for both the 
II E .. t\ TRT code and the RPHI\.1T code. The outlet t emperat.ures. \vere utilized to 
check the validity of the theory. 
Each of the four average · ternperatures was based on n1Pasurerncnts taken 
at 56 locations. in its respective duct. The measurements ,vere obtained using 
seven permanent temperature . measuring rakes. One rake consists of eight 
thermocouples lc>ca.ted at t\\'O foot intervals~ spanning · from the top to the 
bot tom of the duct.· These rakes are located four feet from inlet and outlet 
faces of the .. \PH. The rake's thermocouples are connected ·· to a mainframe 
computer which records the temperatures everv 
... 
thirt v · seconds. · 
. 
From the 
printout of the rake temperature files, not only \\·as the average temperature 
) 
over the duration of the test available at each discrete lc,cation~ but the 
' geometric avera.ge temperature in t9e duct \Vas also printed. Finally, the rake 
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Gas and • air velocities were not measured during the summer of 1987. 
Nonetheless, . these measurements ,vere taken several years ago" by engineers at . 
' 
the Energy Research Center. The velc>citv distributions were obtained in the 
. 
ducts approxir.nately four feet u pst.rean1 and downstream of the APH's inlet 
faces. It turned out that the di111ensionless velocitv distributions do not vary 
. 
The geometry of the <luct changes from \vhere the measurements 
\Vere taken to ,vhere the 1neasur('n1Pnts \Vere needed: al the _i\.PI1·s inlet faces. 
The . assurnpt1on of din1~nsionlcss vell>citv 
·~ 
self pr{'serv ation rnade to \Vas 
approxirnat.e the <listributic>n at the inlet fc1.ces of the .i\PI~. The preserved 
k 
nondirnensionless velocit.v dist ribut.io11s \\·ere used to dPt errr1i ne the effects of 
~ 
velocity nonuniforn1ities on the ~i\I)II~s n1etal ternperatures and to check the 
.. , 
validity of the dimensionless vplocity self preservation assurnption. 
,._._ ......... 
2.5 Stack Flow R_ate Me11s11re111c11ts 
. ,., 
After flowing through the APH~ the flue gas continues to an electrostatic 
' 
precipitator (ESP) 'Where fly ash is removed. From the ESP, the gas travels 
into. an induced draft· (ID) fan and then into a 700 foot high stack. The flo\v 
rate \vas measured in the stack at an elevation of .560 f(:et \vhere the flo,v is 
close t.o fully developc:.d (4J. 
Prior to detern1ining the no,,·· rate .. the din·1ensionless shape of the axial 
' 
\'e]ocity profile across the duct \\·as established r , using velocity trav,erses [4J. 
' \\7it.h inf orn1ation on the dimensionless shape of the gas velocity profile, the 
' 
density of· the gas, and the cross sectional area of the stack. the flo\v r~~e was 
. . .
' 
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r ~  
.< . 
calculated by measuring the velocity at one o.r more discrete points in the· stack. 
The velocity was measured by four Kurz hot wire anemometer probJs situated 
. .. 
90 degrees frem ea.ch other. 
Since the unit at Morgantow\:s composed of. one· stack and two APH, the 
·• 
( 
























3 .1 Introduction 
This cha.pt.er foe.uses on the de.terrnin.ation of :external and internal 
-:y,.i-.' 
· qu.antiti~$- External quantities ~te 1,11easured or calculated a .distance a\\ray from. 
the _.\ P~ inlet or exit face. FcJr example~ inJe.t PXtetrial .quar1tities are obtained 
J 
before air leakages and bypass flc->\YS take place. ·Outlet extern·al r1t1antities~- o.n 
th·e otl1er h.and. ar.e obt.a:ined after Jc,:a.k--ag.cs ~1nd bypass flo\vs take place (Figure 
', 
3-la). .In.t.ernal .q'uantities are evaJu·ated. at. the ~.\PH face. and Pxcrude bypa:Ss. 
'and · leakage flo.\\7S (F'i:$U·re 3- lb J. Internal quantities are in:drcated by the 
·~ 
supe.rscri pt ., ..... -.~ 1 • ""·hile exte.r11al quantities bv the f{Upe.rscript 
~ 
In order to calc·ulate external an .. d intt->rna:l q11antities~ it is n~cessary to 
.establish ·a hypothetical .:.\PH ]eakage model. Two leakage n1ode1s are 
consideted fn t h·is chapt~r. One .mod·el incotporates air- leakage .at th.e co1d end 
of the APH onlv. The. other model~ a more realistic one., not only .includes 
J 
' 
leakage at both1 the ·~old <ind hot ends of the APH; ·but it also in:corporates 
(, 
.by·pass flo\\'S of air ar1d ga.s. The sin1pler in:ode1 is tefetre·d. to as 11odeJ A and 
the more complex model as iv1ode] B (.Figure 3--2.J. 
1. ' 
Th.e quantities discussed:_·, in thi.s ch.apter ·are flo\\' ra.tes of .gas an·d air~ heat , 
capacifJi ratios .. thermal .effective11ess~ te~11p~rat.ures and Yf·lc>cities of the gas and 
air str~ams. External flow"·ra-t.-es are flo\vs· of air .ctnd gas a· distance .. a,v~y frotn 
the .. A.PH face. These flow' rates ran be best visualized as flo\V rates in the 
·.ducts leadino to 
0 ' 
































































.. t\) Quantities outside the control volume represent external quantities 
• • 
· air 10 
~ ., . ,. "' -~. 
CV 
B) Quantities inside the control volume represent internal quantities 



































! -J =·· r, + oh·. i. · Ct: . e 
Figure 3-2: :·\PH leakaoe models 0 
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. Independent ' leakage models, 




because they are obtained before or after leakage 
See the .control volumes in Figure 3-3. In 
c_ontras.t.., .internal flow rates are · a func.tioFt of leakage m·odels~ and can, ·be 
consi_d:ered t:he "true" flow t_h:roug_h the ~~PH (Figure 3-4). The accu:racy to 
.\ 
,vhich. le·8:.kages an··d bypass flows are determined ... dictates the accuracy to wh_ich 
inte-r.nal flow · .rates ii're assessed. T·his assessment ·i$ crucial if the RPHMT [2} 
··t. 
code is to predict correct metal ternperatures .. ..i\.s rnen tioned in Chapter 1,. the ,· 
RI1 Il\1,.f code . e.aJculates axial and: circurnferential fl·uid and rneta-I temperatu.re 
distributions. in a rc>tating regenerati.ve heat exchanger. 
( 
Capacity rate is· ·defin-ed· as tJ1e product of the sr>ec.ifit he.at and the fl<>W 
rate- of t-he fluid. Si-nc.e -the pressures of the air a-r.1cl gas arr· relative.Iv low ,v_ith 
i 
rt·spec::t to th.eir critical prc.ss~.1-fcs~ the fluid-s. cart be ·asstirned t_o: behav·e idfally ~ 
Cons~quen tly ~ the -specific heat 1 '· is only a function of temperature .;·5_;. ·J:n this 
·,.1 
arlalysis~- the specific heats \Vere treated as -constants: and were ev aluat.ed at t-he 
average ler.nper,ature of tihe air and gas-. Therefore~ the capacity f"ates are o·n]y 
. " 
a fu11ction c>"f flo\V rate. The ·diffe.re_nce bet\veen (~xternaJ and internal ·capacity-
tate is that th·e former is based o.n· extern·al ·flow· rates \\·hile the latter is based 
on internal flow rates. 
( 
Internal: and external tern,peratures of the- '.air and of the gas stream 
f ;. 
et1t:erin_g- and leav}n:g t.he APH -a.lsQ differ from ea:ch other. For example, the 
' 
e_xternal exit gas te.mpc.ratnre. is hot·t.er than the internal exit gas ternperature~ 
. ' 
·Tliis is -so beca.use the· ga~ bypass stream·~ at a terr1peraturc equal to that of ··t:he 
.,_. 
gas- inlet st.rea.rn. mixe.s :\\·ith t.l1e inle:rnal exit -gas st.rea-n1. 
. ' . . 
The two streams mix 
. . . J: . 
and form the '·extern·<il 'exit gas .strearn w·hich is at. a temperature lower. than the ' 
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Figure' 3-~~llusrration of the in.dependance of external flo\\. rates 




















































Figure 3-4: Illustration of the dependence of internal flo'Ai· rates 
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----(Figute 3:sa). ·On the other han·d, the external exit air temperature is lower 
• 
than the internal exit air temperature. In this case, the air bypass stream, at 
. " 
t ()mperai ure equal to that of the inlet ajr.~ mixes with the internal exit • air 
stream. The result is an external air stream at a temperature higher than that 
., 
·, 
oL fhe in]et a.ir temperature, but lower than. that of the . internal exit air 
tern pera.t ure. see Figure 3-Sb. 
ln order to pre:dict meta] temperatures~ it is necessary to calculate average 
internaJ iplet \i·e]ocities and tempe.ratures of the air and \of t~ gas stream . 
• 
h 
These quantities are needed as input for the RPH~·1T code. To calculate these 
internal: quant iti.es~ a ·leakage n1odel is required. The validity of a particular 
• 
lrak<1_gP . rnodel can be verified in two different \\·ays.. One \vay is to compare 
predicte.d a·nd measured metal ten1peratures. The other \vay is to compare 
rneasured and .calculated exit external ten1per.at.-ures of the APH~s oas 0 and air 
st rciams. r\n entire sect.ion in this chapter is devoted to the calculations of 
' < 
• 
ext ernq,I terr1pera.t.ures. 
\' . 
.,:\l] calcu)ations of internal and external quantities _,\·ere conducted using 
values of air and gas temperatures obtained in two different manners; a-nd for 
I 
either a measured stack_ JYo\\i' :rate or a gas inlet flo\\1 rate predicted by the 
HE.1\ TRT code. The gas and air temperatures were those measured by the 
,., .. 
rakes and those measure.d by the plant thermocouples. Ten1perat,ure measuring. 
rak~s measure gas and air ten1peratures at 56 locations in t~ duct while plant 
ther1no.couples measure gas and air temperatures at on]v six locations in the 
, duct. 
~ . 
Calculations of fio\\1 rates. capacity ratios. and effectiveness were carritd 
. I 
r 
out using four different sets of parameters. These were: 
• 
24 
· I. . 
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Figure 3-5: Representation of the effect of byp~ss flo\VS 
on the exit temperatures . 
I) 
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' ,I·,,;;:·-·, .. ,'•' 
.. 
. 
1. Stack flow rate and rake temperatures. 
2. Stack flow rate and plant thermocouples . 
I . , .... ~.· (· I ., t 
,, ' 
3. Gas flow"' rate irito the APH predicted by the HEATRT code and 
rake temperatures. 
. . 
4·. Gas flo\\1 rate predicted by the HEATRT cocie and plant. 
thermocouples~ , ' 
' 
The results of this exercise are sho\vn in Chapter 4. 
3.2 .. t\.ir 1111d Gas I11ter11al a11<l Ext(~1·11nl Flow Rate Derivatior1s 
J\s is n1entioned a,bove. t\vo leakage rnodels are considered in the cpapter. 
The simpler rnodel~ \\:ith leakage at the cold end of the . .\.PH and with no 
bypass flo,v rates. is referred to as J\1odel .. A.. The more realistic rnodel, 
\ 
containing air leaka.ge at both the cold and hot ends, and incorporating bypass 
Do\vs of air and gas~ is referred to as !\1odel B (Figure 3-2). The derivation of 
Do\\' ra.tr.s is first carried out for 'j\Jodel A and subsequently for !v1odel B. 
3.2.1 Internal and External Flow Rate Derivatio11s Based on a11 APH 
Leakage 1\1odel Which Only Incorporates Air Leakage at the 
Cold End of the APB 
3.2.1.1 Derivations of Air and Gas External Flow Rates Based on a 
Measured Stack Flow Rate 
t;nit 2 at :i\1organtown·s generating station is co~posed of two "'i\PHs and 
one stack. Consequently, the rneasured stack' flo"'· rate ,vas assumed to be 
di,fided equally between the t\\10 APHs. 
I ' 
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·( 3. I) 
The l'Xlernal g-as inlet flow rate can be obtained by applying· conservation . of 
n1ass to the contro.J volt1me sho\Vll in Figure 3-6a. This yields. 
·• , 
... 
• f " f • 
1n - rn m 
g.z g,c; ce ( 3. 2) 
' 
\\·here ,;, is thP leakage flo\\' .ra.te at thr cold end of the APH, and it is (' t 
ex r>ressed as 
• .. P. 
1n -- -b. . 1 n , . 
Cf L ·g,i (3.3) 
\\-hPr<' b1 is tJ1(' overall air leak,1ge COl'fficient. By substituting Equation 3.3 
int.o l-:quation :1.2 and rearrangir1g. the expression for tbP f'Xternal inlet gas n·o\\· 
!;.. 









The external· exit air flo\\' rate can be obtained by applying the·· conservation of 
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Figure 3-6: 
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Control volumes used in the derivations of external 












• ·e • e • 
m m m 
a,o a,i ce 
·' (3.5) .. 
.. 
Substitution of Equ&.tion 3.3 ·into Equation 
' 
3.5 and then rearranging, the 
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f • e 
vL rn. . g,i 
'·.·' ''' '' •• '' ',,,,. 1, 
( 3.6}·:. 
} • e • • V..' 1 r re n1 . 1 s g 1 v en g. i· .....,, by Equ.ation 3.4. The external inlet air flo,v rate can be 
obtained by applying the conservation <>f energy principle t,o the control volume 
of Figure 3-6c. This is formulated as 
out 
\\·J1<·r<· the <1nthalpy. h. is assurnPd 1.0 equa] that of an· ideal gas. 
of 11:qua.t ion 3. 7 reads 
• e e • c t • e e • t: e 
m h ---+ rn h - rn. .h · . -- n1 ./1 == 0 
· a.o a.o g.o g.v a.z a.1 g.1 - g~z 
· Su_hstituting Ec1uations 3.4 and 3.G 
external inlet air fl·o\\· rate gives: 
... 
- ·•··- ............. -~-
'· I I 
,. 
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e h . 
a,1 
3.2.1.2 Derivations of Air a11d . Gas External Flow Rates Based· on a 
Predicted External Gas inlet Flow Rate 
f~ather 1 han using tht measured stack flo,\· rate. the external gas inlet 
flo\\· ~ pr(•dict,ed by the I1E .. i\ TRT code is used in the derivation. 
J·\pplying the conservation r-"of mass principle. to the control volume of 
Figure 3~7 a. the external exit gas flo\\·· rate is e·x·pressed as 
• e . · • e . 
rn . · . . ( 1 -i- o L ) m . ,..-J 
. g.o .. ~
.,,.. 
( 3 .10) 
()or,s(·r\·ation of tlH· rnass flo\\ring through t be control volume· of Figure 3- ,b~ 
· (·11alJl<1s one t<> C'XJ)rt·ss the external exit air -flo\v rate as 
.r •f. •e 
n'I - rn . -, bl rn .. 
a,o a .. z . g.1 (3 .11) 
s li o \ \' r I l') cf o re . l h e ex J) rt· s s i o 11 . air fl O\\' rate is fcJr thP Pxterna1 inlet. 
obta i 11Pd by . aµJ>I y i It g t.h c) c.onserv at ion of energy princi pie to the con t.rol volume 
(If F'igure a-7c and making use of Equations :3.10 and 3.11. Solving for the 
external inlet air flow rat.e reveals that 
30 
• -~ j ••• 
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(C) 
F-igure 3-7: Co·ntr-o] volumes used in the 
deri~r at ion of flo\\' rates,. me : known 
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By applying t.he conservation of mass principle to the control volumes of 
F'igurc> ·3-8a and ·3-8b. the expression·s fclr the internal air and gas flo\\r rates of 
\Jodc·l :\ are formulated as 
• z • e 
rn ~ 111 . g y. i (3.13) 
• t , e • e 
m -- rn . - o1- rn . a a,z _, g,i (3.14) 
3.2.2 Internal a11d External I~low Rate Derivations Based 011 an APH 
\. 
Leakage Model \·Vhich I11cludes Both Hot End and Cold End 
Air Leakage a11d Bypass Flows of Air a11d Gas 
The flo\\' rates of ~1odel B are deri.ved in the sarr1e rr1anner as. those of 
1'11odel A. ~.\s far dS external flo\\· rates a.re concerned. the derivations need not 
be rer>ea.t.ed since the Pxterna] fJo\\· rates of· .\Jode) B ·· are identical to those of 
,• 
\:1odeJ · :\. ~.\. look at the control volurne· of F'igure 3-3 reveals that leakages and 
.... \ 
bypass flow rates take place within the control volume apd do not cross the 




Th us, the calculate.cl ex-tern a] flow rates are 
32. 





















Figure 3-8: Control volumes used in the flo\\· rate derivations 
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independent of the fl~w rpodels. 
The calculated internal flow rates of gas and air on the other hand are 
affected by flo,v models~ and vary from n1odel to model. The internal air flow 
• 
rat.e of ~1odel B is obtained by applyin·g the conservation· of mass principle to 




•, .. , .{ 
• i • e • • 
m = m . - m - mB 




is either • 01ven C by Equation 3.9 if t hP staf·k flo\\' rate is kno\\'n, or by 
.. 
Equation ,~3.J 2 if tbe Pxlernal gas .inlPt nc>\\' rc1t(· is The quantity 





(3 .. 16) 
\\'l1ere ·rne "- is either pred·ict.ed by the 11E .. \.rJ'HT code or g-iven .by Equation 3.4. g,1 
'"fhe air leakage coefficient at the cold end of the :\ Pild. b • is given bv 






UJ . g,i 
-~ (3.17) 
~otP from Fig.µre ·3-3, that -i-rr1tt1is 1T1odel the tota'l air leakage 61 is equal t.o 
., ' 
' 
t.he sum elf t.he Jeakci.ge at tl1e hot end and at the r.o]d end. 
•,;,,. 
.. 
bL ==· b -r b1 re Le ( 3 .18) 
• 
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. . (: ) 
and m Bp,~- are expressed as 
(3.19) . 
-( 
\V hrre bBp,a is the air bypass flo\\· cc>e·1'cient and 6 B;,\g is the gas bypass flow 
coefficient. ,, 
The internal gas inlet now rate is derived by conserving the mass flo'w·ing 
· through the control volume of Figure 3-9b. So]ving for the i.nternal gas inlet 





m . ( 1 · - b ~· b ) 
g.z Bp.g he 
(3. 20) 
• f 
\,·hPrP n1 is either cornrlut.,·d fror11 ,Equatic>n 3.4 (>r predicted by the 1-IE}\TRT a., 
.. ' 
3.3 Dc·1·ivatio11 <)f l11ter·11al a11d Exter11al Heat (~aJlacit)t~ Ratios 
rrb·e brat caJ)acity ra!io is an iillJJOrtant J)~raIJlPlE'T in the analysis of heat 
!\ 
exchaJigers. rfhr capacity ratic> is defiIJf>d as tJte ratio <>f the minin1urn capacity 
·' 
rate to the n1axin1li111 capacity rate. ln the .heat exchanger under consideration 
' 
the rninimun1 capacity rate is ... that cJf tlie air. \\:hile tl1e n1aximum ca.parity rate 
is that of the ga.:s. Therefore. the heat capacity ratio is given as 
,.,; 
\ 











The capacity rate is the product of the specific heat and the flow rate of the 
' \ 
,., .. ~ .... , . ·~ ···---... --·~"· 
fluid. or 
• (3.22) C-== me 
' p 
• 
\\'here c is eva]uated at the a\'erage of the inlet aod c)xit ternperature of the air 
F 
or gas. The externa] capacity ratio is·· ev·a)uated using external flo\.\· rates. 
\.Jathen1atirallv. tJ1is is formulated as 
. 








The quantity ;n e . is either calculated by . Equatio.n 3.9 or :{.J 2 depending on 
a' i 
whether the stack flo,v rate or the gas inlet flo\\i' rate is kncJwn. The quantity 
~-e. is either .predicted bv ·the HE.:\TRT code or evaluated from Equation 3.4 g, 'l J 
using a measured stack flo\\' rate. 
Th.e internal heat capa.city ratio is based on the internal flo\\· rat.es and is 
{ 
ex pressed as 
• • 1 
t1l r. 



























If leakage Model A is used in ·the analysis, ~i and· rr/ are given by Equations 
~ a g 
3.14 and 3.13 respectively. If Model B is used in t.he. analysis, 
•. 
Equation 3.15 and ~i is given by Equation 3.20. g 
. > 
'. 




ma is give·n by 
1.,he effectiveness of a rotating regenerative heat. exchanger is a function of 
the follo\ving pararneters 
(3. 2 5) 
The ;\Ttu,o is the number of heat transfer units~ it rrpresents the nondimensjonal 
heat transfer size of the heat exchangc}r. 
is the rotor capacity rate defined as 
' 
C == C t x '4-' x .A:fat ri :r .l\Ja s s 
r me · 
C"~ is tl1e heat capacity rate ratio. 
( . 
( 3.26) 
)vhere "': is the rot a.ti on a] speed of th~ .:\Pl1 and C t I is the specifi.c heat of 
. nie a 
the mfltal. The ·quantity (h .. 4) * ~ the ratio of conductances. is defined as 
· (hA) 
* . C 














, ,. , ', .. ,' ~ 
. 
''/ 
where (hA)c represents the thermal conductance of the cold stream, the -atr 
stream, and (hA)h represents the thermal cond·ucta·nce· of .the hot stream, the gas 
stream. 
According to Kays [7] ~ it. is revealed throtlgh computer calculations that 1 
• . . * . . * 
the influence of ( hA) is small for the range of 0.25 < ( h A)· < 4.0. For the APH 
at !\1organtown, ( hA.J* is approximately equal to 0.4 and it can therefore be 
neglected. 
The influence of the pararnPter C /(;' is sbo\\·n in Figure 3-10, _[~•J. 
r 1n1 n 
\' 
The 
effect of this parameter -can be neglect ed. if it is great.er than 5. The APH .at 
~Jorgantown has a G"' IC ratio- approxirnat.ely equal to 60 [81. . Therefore, 
r, mi rz , J 
· . n e g 1 c_, c' t i n g the tW<> parameters 
;( (h ,4) and . . expression for the 
effectiveness becarnes only a function of the }/tu and of G"R 
( = f { l\Tt u ' CR } ( 3. 2·8) 
/-' 
,· 
The theory ef periodic type heat exchangers is su.rn.n1arized by Coppage 
and London !9]. Because of the mathematical complexity ass<>ciated with the 
theory~ computer solutions· are required. Solutions of effectiyeness for the 
regPnerative type heat exchanger ,are g.iven in i7J. 
t'"'igure ·3-1 l sho\\:s a ro111parison of effectiveness tabulated in reference [7], 
\vhich were obtained f rorn cornputer compuJ:ations~ and those calculated,, usir1g 
, . .- ,• •· -•·•··•,I ~,9 
th·e effectiveness correlation for the shr·lJ and tube coun·ter fJo\\' heat. excha.nger. 
ThP expression fur thP ~ffectJvene-ss of a shell and tu.be counter flow heat 
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1- exp{-Ntu (l-CR)} 
1- CRexp{-Ntu( 1-CR)} 
. 
.. 
i\ detailed Derivation of Equation 3.29 is given in ...1 ' : . 
.. 
(3.29) 
.... , .. ;~,_··· . . . ' 
' 
In Figure 3-11 the 
circles represent data obtained from reference [7) and the solid lines represent 
· va]ues of effectiveness calculated · using Equation 3-29. Frorr1 Fig.ure 3-11 it is 
clear that Equation 3.29 approximates the c·ff ectivene.ss of a r~generative heat. 
exhanger quite \\1ell. In fact, Equation 3.29 is c<>rrect to thrPe decimal places. 
3.4.1.1 Calculation of the Nu1nber of Tra11sfer lJ11its 
· For the case of a periodic type heat. exchanger, the modified nun1ber of 
transfer units. the lVtu.o is defined as 171 
'. J 
1\'t u. 0 =-
J .[ . . 1 





\\'here c1 · . 
min is the 
• • internal heat caJ>acity.. and ( h~4·)"=- 1 is the heat m1n1mun1 
resistance of air or gas. the reciprocaJ of the .conduct.c:1ce. 
For the case of turbulent .flo\\' insjde a circular tube ,vith constant wall 
ten1r)e.rature. the :Xusse]t nur11ber is correlated as 1 o; 
'\ 








\ . ' ., 















•, . J. 
' 
....,. . 





1here the subscript D represents design condition~ and the subscrir)t o 
represents the rnodified nurnber of transfer units for a. rotary r<·genc·rative t·ype 
,• 
-
. beat rxchanger. ·See .. i\ppendix i\ for the d, .. ri\'ation of Equation 3.32 . An 
··accurate approximatio-n of Equatio·n 3.32 is giYen by : I I. This a·pproxirnation is 
l'/tu.o 
Ntu,D 





J ( ') '> ') )· 1,).-. ~ ., 
In therm·odvnamics. effectiveness is defined as the ratio <>f the actual heat 
~ . 
transfer t.o the n.1aximun1 possible heat transfer: or 
I f == 
Qart 1· 
Q ma:r 
( 3. 34) 















' . . ,· . 
gained by the air, or the., amount of heat lost by the gas.. In theory, neglecting 
heat losses to th,e surrounpings, which is a standard assumption in the theory of 
., 
,1 
heat ·exchangers, the two· quantities should be identical. In other words., the 
. 
quantity of heat given up by 
O 
the gas is gained by the air. l\t1athe.maiically, this 
is expressed as .-
Qact == Q a == Qg ( 9 9,..) tJ .. tJ.) 
Substituting Eqµation 3.35 into Eq-uation :{.34. the effeciveness is exprPssed as 
, . . 
Qa Qg 
:{ ) ,· ';:-:.: ,rt' 
-
' -{ 
Qmax Q max '· ··.,~ 
( ~) 96) 
. ,) . .. , 
,•. 
ln reality, the quantity of heat gained by the air and the ql:)antity of heat Jost 
by the gas are slightly different because of heat lc>sses to the surroundings. As 
a result,· { ~ is defined as the ratio of heat gained by the air to the n1aximum 
possible heat transfer. e On the- ·other har1d .. (') is defined a.s the· quantity of heat 
,., 
lost by the gas to the maximum possible heat transfer. :\,1athematically, these 
ratios are expressed as 
e ( == I (3.37) Qmax 
e 
Q" g '!,..-.,.. .. ... , 




• I \ 
I 















• • ' • • • ' ' :, •" -·• • 1t · ·. r ,-., · ,~. - .' to 
·-
, ..... · -.,...,J ! 
... 
3.4.2.1 External Thermal Effectiveness· of the APH 
I 
I 
The maximum possible heat transfer could be attained if the fluid with\. 
the 1ninimlim capacity rate.. the air strearr1 in this case.. were to undergo a 
temperature change tqual to the maxirnum temperature difference present in the 
~.\PfI .. \\'hich is the difference in the entering gas terr1pera.ture and enteri-ng air 
temperature. Therefore~ b_y definition. assuming no air 1eakage, the maximum 
possible heat transfer is giver1 by 11 as 
. 
·Q - m c (T _ - T ~ 
'-, m a:x - a pa - g, 1. a. (1 {3.39") 
For the AP H under consider at i o 11, \V hi ch. in co r po.rates air le aka g e. t he ex tern al 
exit flo\\' rate and the external inlet flow _ rate are unequal ( Figure :J-2}:. 
therefore. Equation 3.39 needs to be rnodified. For this special casP. Shah ;6 
defines the rnaximum possible beat transfer as 
Q ( X.) ·e ,.,..e •err£ = 1 - · c m .J . - r m .J 
max p,a pa a,i g,i pa a,z a.z 
~-





and • • rn 1s L the·· total mass flow leakage rate from the high pressure cold side to 
. 









• £ • e 
,n1. == uLm . g,i 
• I 
.:,-,,"·'· f,1 ,p, : 
. ..I . ; 
(3.42) 
,.,•/ ':, I 
Substituting. Equation 3.42 into ·Equation 3.41 .and ·subsequent]y s\1bstitut1ng the 
ne\\' expression for Equation 3.41 into 3.40, the correlation for· the 
possible heat transfer reads 
" 
Q = ~n e . c .(. T - T ,:. ). - ¢1 irl e .( 'T . 
max a,i pa g,t· a,z , g,i pa g,t 
Recall that t e · js defined as I 







The expression for the actual heat transfer gained by the air is derived in 
~,\ ppendix B. This derivation results in 
• e e e Q ·. - m .(h - h .) 




.. \pp]ying ideal gas relationships~ Equation 3-4.S can be expressed as 
i 
t ' 
, e rrf?. 
bLm .c 1 








. . ,.·· .. ' 
.. ,,-,,.-,., ... ,, . \.' ~-· 






Further recall that (; is given as 
e Qg 




The expression· for the actual heat ··lost by the gas is derived in .. :\ppendix 
B. This expression reads 
) 
me r. I 'T . - ("1 + bL. ) T 1 9,1 pgi g,i g,oi (3.48) 
~u bstitution of Equation 3.43 and Equ~tion 3.4 5 into Equation :1.37. states that 
e • 
t lS I 
ce(T -· r .) 
e a a.o · a,i 
b1 me .c y· 
·.. g,i pa a, o 
{ == l 
Ce(T.~T.)- bLme.c r. 
a g,i a,i g,i pa g,i 
If r eq·uals c Equation 3.49· simplifies to 
p,g p,a 
e 
Ce (T . - T .) - b t R a,o · a,1 L .a,o. 
{ -' 1 
CRe (T .- r .) - l,LT . g,i a,1 . . g,i. 
(3.49) 
(3.50) 
\vhere C~ is the , external heat capacity ratio. Similarly, if Equation 3.43 "and 





















me .c [r . - (1 + 6L)'T ] g,z pg g,z · g,o 
{ ~ ---------------2 
me .c [r . - T .] - fJLme .c T . 
·a,t · pa g,i a,t. . · g,i pa g,1. 
If c equals c Equation 3.51 simplifies to p,g p.a 
e { == 
') 
.. 
r. - (1 ~ /J )r g.z l g.o 
ce ( r . -- T . ) - b r . 
R g.1 a.z L g.i 
·t.,.., 
3 .. 4.2.2 I11ternal Tl1er111al Effectiveness of the APH 




rnanner as externaJ 
ciffectiveness·. 'l_et: rather than using external quantitie$~ int<jrna] quantiti_es are 
t 
usPcl in the calculations. Therefore the expressions for internal effectiveness are: 
I 
., 
·r - t 
2 a.o a.i { == 1 
'I. 




t .-t _ g,z a, 1 
CHZ (f _.- f .) 









- 1.'"".·""l\; ', . 
' ' ' 
. ., ' . 
. ,, 'I' .• ,. ·, .,.· .. ,,.,,,, .,. 
'· 





3.5 Correlations of the APH's Inlet Air and Inlet, Gas Velocity 
' 
The velocity is nondimensionalized by div.iding a local velocity at a 
discrete point by the avetage global velocity; mathematically this is given as 
• 
[ ,."! i == ( II) r: ... ) .d.t)t':>. 
\\·here. Ll is the dirnension1ess velocity at a discrete point; w. is the dimensional 
1 
vel{~ity · at the same discrrte point as F: and u, a, is the global average velodt y. 
The average velocities needed· are those ·at the ~t\PII inlet face. , 'I"liese velocities 
can b(:> calcula.ted f rorn the definition of mass no\v rate: 
• 
m == ~l' A Pav at· J ( 3. 56) 
\vhere p av is the average density~ ass.urned to be constant throughout the duct: 
and .A J is the flow area 7.at the hot or cold end of the APJ1. 





_ . ...._/-~ 
'fhe /<1uan ti ty 1 
~ av 
'\ / '-(" ~ .. ) J u. ,_., ' 
( . 
\\·here R is the gas constant Hf the air or .. gas~ and T is the average inlet~ 
at· 
te1nperature in the duct.. 
The cold end flo\\1 area is "l.arger than that· at · the hot end. Tl1is is 

















. ' ""It 
in order to relieve _plugging that might occur from sulfuric acid condensation . 
'The flo,v area~ at either the cold or ho.t end, can be expressed as 
.4_/ == ( 1 ~ { ) A y Cj (3.58} 
\\·here .4 is the cross sectional atea of the .\PIJ. The quant,ity < is tbe ratio 
cs y 
of the metal area to that · of the cross sectional area at · the :\. Pl'I inlet fa.ce. 
•' 
The Yalue of f , for the same reason as n1ention aboYe. is larger at the cold 
Y' 
end than at the .hot end. Substituting .Equations 3"j6 and 3.-5 7 into F:quation 




\lore specifically~ the expression needed to ca]culate the aYerage inlet velocity at 





( P ; R T ) .4 ·( 1 - { ) 
a' a a.i . C!I Yia 





(p / R T .) A- .( 1- { ) g1 g g~i cs y~g 
,_ . 














3.0 Correlation of the· APH's Interns] and External Fluid 
Temper·atures 
. 
•• i f '• 0 " 1' •.• , -. ·,' 
•• 
In this section correlations for external exit fluid ~emperatures and internal 
-
fluid temperatures are derived. Since there are six unknown quantities, (four 
int.ernal temperatures and two external exit temperatures) six equations need to 
be derived. Four ·of the equations come from energy balances at ea.ch of the 
~ 
inlet and outlet. streams. Another equation is o-btained from an energy baJance 
around the APH~ and the sixth ,tquation · comes from the tt1ermod'ynamic 
definitio11 of effectiveness. Th.e -derivations \Vere carried out for the. two leakage 
rnodels: \1odel A a.rid \1ode] B. Once the external • ex1 t temperatures were 
evaluated, they \Vere corr1pared to the rr1easured external exit terr1pertatures. 
3.6.1 APH Fluid Temperature Correlations Based on an APH Leakage 
Model With Cold End .. ~ir Leakage 011ly 
,J 
,? . , 
.Applying the conserv ati0n of energy principle to the control volurncs of 
J . 
Figure 3-12a<i 12b, and 12c, the respective relationships 16et\veen internal:- and 
external temperatures are: 
r. r 
a.z a,i (3.62) 
T - T. 
.a, o a. o 
( 1) 5.ri) ,c). tJ 
t. == r. g,i g,1 ( 3.64) 
... 
51 ~ ! ' 



























Figure 3-12: Control volumes· need_ed to obtain ·,the temperature' correlations 
of 1\:loo e) .. \ 
.. 
. ! . 







From· the definit.ion of effectiveness, 
'. . . . 
i ( == -----------1 
c2 (T - f .) A a,o a.z· (3.65) 
canceling the internal capacities rates~ substituting Equations 3.62. 3.63, and 
3.64 into 3.65 and solving for r:.o~ results in 
r - < z (T - r .) + r . 
a,o I g.z a,z a,z ( 3 .66) 
·'. 
\\·here T . and ·r . are kno\Vn frorr1 measurernents, and < 1 is kno\Vn f rorn- the 
g\t · a.z 
\tu correlation: Equation 3.29. 
f4 
ii, ' .. • .. , 
, " 
.t\pp]ying an energy l>alanace around the APH~ Figure 3-13a~ and assuming 
that there are no loses of heat, to the surroundipgs, reveals that 
. ,. . . . 
? (ht - h· .. t ) m, . 
·'g g,z g,o 
~ t ('ht Im . • 
a·· a.t 0 ( 3.67) 
I\:fakii1g use of the ideal gas relationship, ~h == c P~T~ substituting Equations 3.62, 
3.63. and 3.64 into Equation 3.67. and solving .. for T 0 ives g.o o 
I j 
' . 
r - r ~- cR2 (r·' - r .) 
g;o g,1 J · a.o a.t 
' 
(3.68) 
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Figure 3-13: · Control volun1r used in the energy balance needed 
for temperat'ure. derivations of I\1odel · .. \ 
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An energy balance applied to the exit gas stream, Figure 3-13b, states that 
• • .~ ,I, 
•t z •f! e •e e 
rn h + 6·Lm .h . . - . m · h g· g,o . g,i a,1 g,o g,o 
Frorn Figu,re· 3-13 it is clear that 
• e 








substituting Equation 3. 71 and 3.70 into 3.69 .and solving for he reveals. that g,o 
hi + bL. he . 
e g.o . a.i 
h = 
g,o (l --r- 6 L) { 3. 72) 
If both sides of Equation 3. i2 are subtracted by a reference enthalpy. h.
0
, then 
• ) ' . . 
-~ the folJo\\'ing ideal gas re]etionship can be applied 
he - I, = r ( 'T - T ) 








·, . :~ 
( r 





( 3. 7 4) 
Substituting Equation 3.74 into Equation~ 3.72 and solving for the external exit 
gas tem·perature_ it is seen that 
T' -g. () 
1 e h + bLh . g,o a.z 
c ( l ~ bL) pg . 
( 3. i 5). 
z \\' here h g.o is eva·Juated at T \vhich is g.o ex·pressed i.n ter-rr1s of i ulet rx te rnal 
quantities by Equation 3.68. 
Calculating external exit ten1peratures by Equations :~.G6 and :~.75 and 
con1paring the results to the measured temperatures giv(->s an indication of the 
validity of the model. Results of these comparisons are giYen in (;hapter t"f>llr. 
3.6.2 APH Fluid Te1nperature Correlatio11 Based on a Leakage Model 
\Vhicl1 Incorporates Air Leakage at the Cold and Hot E11d and 
Bypass Flows of Air and Gas 
).> 
.i\s is seen above~ it is desired to obtain r and T in terms of ex tern al. 
a.o g,o 
exit gas t.en1peratures. r.apa.city ratios. and internal effectiveness. Once • again, 
,,, 
the unkno\\·ns involved are T .. ·f . T ., 
a.i a.o · g.z r. g.o Therefore. , 
• 
S1X 
t .. quati<>ns are required for the solution. The equations can lJe obta.ined from the 
definition of effectiveness. from an energy balancf' around the ~~PH, and from 
four energy balances at each of the exit and inlet strearr1s. 
I 










. . . 
·" r - t . + ( i ( t ,. -- r . ) 
a,o a,i · g,i a,i ( 3. 76) 
Applying fhe conservation of energy principle to the control volurne of Figure 





c rn pa a 
I ? 
r m pg g 
• i • e . • e 
m - (1 - 6 · )m . - /J m . 
· a Bp,a a,i ce g,i. 
• i • e 






.. i\pplying the conservation of energy principle t.o the control volume of Figure 
3-14 b~ rPve.als tbat 
• e e oB m .h . p.a a,i a.i • (3.81) 
J ... ,.. 






























Figure 3-14: Control volurnes used lo obtain the temperature correlations 










Substituting Equation 3.79 into. Equation 3.81 and rearanging results in 
... 
h 2 . - he . =- c (f . - T .) 






( '). 8 ') )· v . . V 
. .\pplying the cn-Y1serva.tio.n of energy principle1 to the control v.olume of Figure 
' 3-14c, the air exit stream~ reveals the follo\\·ing 
•2;2 .e e •e z •e e 
m 1 - b8 ,n h . - b 1- rn .h -- rn. h a a.o · . p.a · a.1 a.z ne g,z , a,o a.o a,o - 0 
,, 
\\' l-1ere 
t f I f 
rn -- rn 
a.o a.l 
S<Jlving for thP external c .... it air enthalpy results in 
ht (~z - bh me.) +·he .. (bB ;,,,e ) 







( 3. 85) 





\vhere m1 is· given by Equation 3:79~ me . is either given by Equation 3.4 or 
a g,z 
predicted b~_~he H EArfR T code; rn e . is given either by Equation 3.9 or by 
a ,i 
Equation 3.12; and me is given by Equation 3.85. 
a,o 
The external exit • air 
. 
temperature can be obtained by subtracting a reference enth·alpy from both sides 
of Equation 3.86. Then, 
h -c ('t.-t) 
o pa a,o o 
(3.87) 
If t hP ref ere nee temperature is equal to zero, 
-. ft, 
then the reference (~-nth al py is 




The application of t.he conservation of energy pri_nciple to the control 
\'Olurne t>f Figure 3-15a~ the gas inlet stream.reveals that 
' 
. 
• i he 
m . . + g,i g~i 
• 1 h? 
rn g g~i 
0 ····· ( 3.89) 
!\ote that the contribution from the bypass flo\\' \vas neglected since it is minor 
compared to the other streams. The expression for the internal gas flow rate in 
this special case is 
• 1 • e 











Substitution of Equation 3.90 into 3.89, subtracting the· reference enthalpy from' 
both sides of the ~quation and solving for r . gives g .. i 
• 
(3.91) 
Finally~ conservation of energy apr>lied to the gas outlet stream. illustrated by 
t h e c <) n tr o] vol u me . of F i O u re 3 . 1 5 ll res u I ts in t'> 
• e I e 
rn i = 0 g,o g,o (3.92) 
v.· here 
(3.93) 
Substitution of Equation 3.80 and 3.93 into Equation 3.92,. subtracting the 
reference enthalpy from both sides of the e_quation and solving for the external 





i i e (1-b -{, ·h. -+b h -~b h he Bp;g g,o Bp,g g.t ce a ,l 





is expressed in terms external inlet. temperatures by substituting Equation 
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Figure 3-15: Control volurne used to obtain the t.emp~rature correlations 
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f . is expressed in terms of external inlet Jiemperatures by. substituting Equation 
g.i 4· 
3.95 into 3.91. The result is the following, 
r. g.i f.---g,i I -r-} T /Jhe ( 3. 96) 
' 
Substitution c>f Equation 3.76 into Equation 3.77 and using Equation 3.83 to 
relate the internal to the external inlet air temperature gives 
f - f. 
g. 0 g.i 
CRi ( i(f . - f . ) 
g.1 a.i 
., 
( 3. 97) 
.-
.Bv evaluating T. • using Equation 3.96 and . using the result to calculate g. 'l 
Equation 3.97 then f 9•0 is also known in terms of external inlet quantities . 
.. \ t t.l1is point. all internal\tempe-ratures are known in terms of external exit 
temperatures. These are obtainable by Equations 3.83'1 3.95~ 3.96, and 3.97. 
By evaluating first the internal temperatures. the solution of the external exit 
tP1r1p~ratures, given by Equations 3.88 and 3.94 is trivial. Results of Equations 
:!.88 and 3.94 corr1pared to measured external exit, air and "gas temperatures are 
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This chapter presents results from the RP1I\1T code and from the 
measurements of .,·\PH metal and fluid temperatur(--.:: carried out at PEPCO's 
\1organto\\'n 's Unit 2. 'fhe . SlX sections enclosed in this chapter are: the 
introduction; the results of measured data: the comparison of predicted and 
rneasured r11eta] ten1peratures;. the results of the effects of rotational speed; the 
results of various internal and external qu·antit:ies based on two leakage models: 
and the results of the uncertainty analysis. 
,I 
1~he section on n1easuted data s·ho\vs trends of fluid and metal 
~ 
tf•rr1peratures as a function of load. Tl1is .sect.ion is follo\ved by comparisons of 
·,. 
rneasured . and predicted 11Jetal temper~ltires. The predicted metal temperatures 
. . 
are based on input of both distributed and uniform velocity and temperature 
' . 
r>rofiles. The section dealing \vith the effects of rotational speed displays the 
behaYior of metal temperatures and fluid temperatures as a· fun.ct.ion of 
rotational speed. The segn1ent of text after the results of rotational speed 
focuses on the the results of internal and external quantities as \Vas derived in 
Chapter Three. FinaI1y ~ results of lincertainty calculations of meta] temperature 





4.2 Trends of Measured Dntn 
4.2.1 Tre11ds of Fluid Ten1peratures 
Figure 4-17 shows the behavior of.· the APH~s inlet gas temperature, exit gas 
te1nperature, and air inlet temperature as a function of load. The APH inlet 
,,, gas t.en1perature increases with increasing load. Exactly \\' hy the inlet gas 
t ernperature behaves in this fashion is unknown by t~e author and beyond. the 
scope of this thesis. Reca]l that the APH's inlet air temperature can be 
c·ontro1led by adjusting the steam flo\\' rate through the steam air heater 
(F'ig·ure 1-2). lt is f>bservt>d frorn Figure 4-1 · that the inlet air temperature is 
dPcreased (by the <>per a tor) as the load increases. As a consequence of the 
higher gas inlet ten1perature~ the lower air inlet temperature~>- and the cha·nge in 
heat f'xchanger effectiveness with gas and air flo,\' rates, the gas out]et 
. . 
t rn1perature re111ains relatively constant ,vith increasin-g load. It is concluded 
f rorn Figure 4~ 1 that the comrnon operating practice at PEPCO"s I\1organ town 
generating facility is to maintain the APII's exit • gas temperature 1n the 
neigh'borhood of 290 ° F. \\7hether this is the optimum exit gas temperature is 
not cert.ain at this point in time. However~ ongoing studies of sulfuric acid 
deposition being conducted at tl1e ERC \\rill revea] the ans,ver in the future. In 
short. as the APH~s gas in]et t.emf.>Prature increases ,vit.h load, the air , inlet 
t.einperature is reduced by the operat.or so that the exit gas ternperature remains 
constant. 
Figure~ 4-2 through Figures 4-5 show a comparison of the bulk fluid 
..... 
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temperature across a circular tube is given by [ 11] as 
[r p21rrWc T dr lo P 
T ... ==-----
B,fluid 
f' p21rrWc dr lo P 
In the case under consideration, the bulk tem·perature was approximated. as 
. ]\'· i= 
'\--- p .Hl ."4 .T. ~ z 'l 'l'l 
i= I 
T B,fluid _-- --H-. :-, -A---
Pav av d 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
\Vhf>re the st1bscipt "i" represents a local position in the duct. Ignoring the 













Substituting Equations 4.3 and· 4.4 into 4.2 and simplifying, reveals that the ·· 










T ~ W.A. 
av~ , , 
/ ") 
''i=l 
T ------B,fluid - W A (4.5) 
av av· 
~ 
\vhere T is the geometric average temperature. and· N is the number of discrete 
av 
velocity measurements in the duct. The local velocity, W., was measured as 
t 
was discussed in Section 2.1 and the average velocity, W , was calculated as 
av 
was shown 'in Section 3.5. 
Tl-1e geometric average temperature was obtained from the rake 
thermocouples. This average is based on 56 measurements in each duct. From 
Figures 4-2 through Figure 4-5, it is seen that there is not a drastic. difference 
between the bulk and the geometric averaged temperatures. See the table below 
for the numerical ·values of the bulk and geometric average temperatures. 










. (,\.Jii' I G~omt. \ Bulk 
I 




191 510 506 523 526 292 250 189 


























~ . ' 
Using the geometric averaged temperatures in the analysis is more time-efficient 
than using the bulk temperature. The geometric average temperatures can be 
read directly from computer files, and need not be computed like the bulk 
" 
temperatures. Thus~ for practical purposes, calculations can be performed using 
-
geometric averaged ten1peratures rather than bulk te~peratures. The accuracy 
'\ 
to \V hich the velocities are measured dictates the accuracv to which the bulk 
.. 
ternperatures are calculated. 
4.2.2 Trends .. of Metal Ten1perature 
The behavior of rneasured l>asket 1netal ternperatures as a function of load 
is sho\\'n and discussed in this section. Figure 4-6 shows thP location of the 
therr11ocouples that \Vere used -in :t.he n1easuren1ents of rnctal ten1peratures. 
l'igures 4-7 through 4-15 . sh_O\\. the rneasured ·r>eripheral metal temperature 
f1uctuat1c,n as a function of _.\J'l1 tin1e' of rotation. The first four figures in this 
sPt sbo,,· the periodic 1netal terrtperature fluctuation of TC#-48 at each of the 
four target loads._ Tl1e last five figures .in the set show the metal temperature 
fluctuation of TCs #32~ 36~ 48. 65. and 76 at a target load of 430 Affi'. Plots 
similar to the ones sho,vn in Figures 4-7 through Figure 4-15 were generated for 
ea-ch of tl1e 24 test days and for all of the TCs shown in Figure 4-6. The 
r>Jots facilitated the task of determining the peripheral metal temperature 
fluctuatic)n and the rnaxin1um and n1inin1um rnetal temperatures measured by 
the rfCs. 
Figure 4-.] 6 ~ho\\1s (he superposition~ at the four target loads~ of' the 






















TC~,,_·· 32: R-· 2 ? · 
- .. . -m. \' ==0.23m 
. 
TC#36: R=2.2m: v==0.46m 
, •. 
TC;;48: R==4.0m; v==0.59m 
... 
TC#65: R==5.5m; y==0.36m 
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,, I , 
tl1at the maximum metal temperature.s remain approximately constant regardless 
of load. The minimum metal temperature, on the other hand, decreases with 
increasing load because the . inlet air temperature is dropped as the load is 
fncreased. 
Figure 4-17 shows the behavior of the metal temper~~e swing versus 
.1 
load. The temperature swing is d-efi·ned as 
T . T - T .. Jwing met,max 1net,m'ln (4.6) 
1\s can been sePn frorn Figure 4~17 .. the terrir>erature s\ving incrl'ases with 
i11creasing load. This is so because. as the 1<>a.d increases. not onlv dt>f·s the 
. ' . 
inlet gas temperature 
. increase. 
' 
but the inlet • air temperc1,t.t1re 
. 
lS purpose]~/ 
decreased in order to keep the exit gas temperature constant (Figute 4-1). 
Tlrerefore, as the load· increases., the change in inlet temperc1turP also i11cr<1ases: 
consequently, the metal t.emperat11re S\\'ing increases. 
Figures 4-18 through :F'jgure 4-21 sho\v tr1e measured rnetal t.ernperature 
, . I 
variation in the axial direction as a function of ]oad at thl' inner and outer 
radii. Figures 4-18 a.nd 4-19 show the· maximum axial metal temperature at an 
inner radius and at an outer- radius respectively. Figures 4-2() and 4-21 show 
·tl1e rninimurr1 axial metal temperature at an inr1er and outer re1dius respectively. 
, 
.:\t least t.,vo temp~ratures are required at each radial J)osition to generate a 
plot of axial metal temperature distribution. Since the inter111ediate radius had 
only one \\'orking therrr1ocoup]e available, TC#48, not enou·gh information \\'as 
I, 
available to produce an a.xia] metal temperature p]ot at· this radius. 
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Figure 4-18: Axial maxin1un1 meta! temperature· fluctuation (R=-2.2rn) 
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tlie metal temperature at y:::::O, the cold end of the APH. T
his temperature is 
available at a discrete radial position from extrapolat
ion. Furthermore, the 
axial metal temperature slope is also available from these 
plots. These slopes 
are shown in Figure 4-22. The difference in the axial meta
l temperature slope 
bet \\.e(\n the inner and outer radius is attributed to the velocity nonunif
ormities 
w 
and the different axial · Jocation of the therm<)couples. Therefore, d
epending on 
the Yeloci£y distribution, each ra.dial 
• • pos1.t1on has distinct heat transfer 
characteristics. From the kno\vledge of the axial 1neta.




PS t i 111a t ed. 
and 
at the 
the metal temperature 
• given radial and 
F.,igure . SWJ ng~ the metal 4-17. 
thern·1ocouple position can be 
Figures 4-18 through 4-2'1 shov.' that the axial rneta
l temperature 
distribu-t ions have been assumed to be continuous. In actual
ity, the axial n1etal 
·, 
t(•111perature distribution is not continuous; more specifically~ it is
 discontinuous 
in bet\veen eac·h of the four ,i\Pll sections. The reason for disconti
nuity is that 
\\·hen the fluid flo,vs from one section to .another, the flo\\' 
area is altered and 
ii,J 
thus the velocity changes, \.vhich in turn'\ affects the. convec
tive heat transfer 
coefficient. The discontinu.ity is also due to the fact that
 when the fluid begins 
to flo,v in a different section~ the flo\\l begins to develop
 all over a.gain. This 
ne\\" dPvelopment of the flow also affects the the con
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4.2.3 External Flow Rates 
Results of flow rates are displayed in Figure 4-23 and Figure 4-24. F_igure 
4-23 is a comparison of the measured stack flow rate and the exit gas flow rate 
predicted by the HEA TRT code assuming the that the stack flo~' rate is split 
equal]y bPt.-\veen the t \\,'O A PlI in the unit. 
Figure 4-24 sho\vs a comparison of the APH's inlet floi' rates obtained by 
the t\vo alternate methods described in Section 3.2. Based ,,on these flow rates 
and subs(.lquerit calcu1ation of internal flO\\' rates., theb input v·eloci.ties needed to 
run t ht:· RPl1\1T code \Vere obtained. The curves not onlv indicate the re]ative 
"' 
·n1agriitude bet\veen the inlet air and · the inlet gas flov,.: rat.es. but also give a 
.co1nparison of the correlations that \Vere used in obtaining these f1o~' rates. 
, 
As far as the gas inlet flo\\1· rate is conce·rned. the curve rcpresc .. nfed by 
•!' 
tbf' broken line is based on flo\\., rates predicted by the t1 E.i\ 1..,R 1' cod cl. Tt1e 
curve represented by 
• 
the solid line \\·as generated from ra]culations . using 
r=quation · 3.4~ ,vhicl1 was derived assuming that the stack flow rate \Vas knc>wn. 
ln t.he case c>f the air inlet flo\v rate. the broken.;.line cu.rve \\'as generated 
·, 
using Equation 3.] 2~ which \\,·as derivf'd based on the assurnptior1 that the inlet 
gas flo\v rate was known. 
generated using Equation 3.9. 
.( 
The curve represented by the solid line was 
• 
. 
This f'quation was derived assurr1ing that the 
stack flo,v rate \Vas kno,vn. ~~lJ of the calculations and predictions of flow rates 
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4.3 I11ternal 1111d Extcr11al Q11a11tit.ics Calc11lations Based on Two 
1 
/ 
APH Flow Models 
4.3.1 I11troduction 
T11e n1ajority of tt1e resu]ts sho\\'n in this section are directly re]ated to 
the Pq11at.ions r>btained in Chapter Three. Here.. it is shown that the leakage 
.. 
rnc>de] · that incorporates air leakage and bypass flo,v rates~ Model B shown in 
Figure 3-2'1 .is the leakage rnodel that should be used to calculate internal inlet 
Yelorit ies IH:ed.ed as input for the RPHMT code. 
rfhis sPct ion first d.isp]ays results of external quantitirs. The results of 
txterna·l q.uantities are follo,\'ed by results of internal quantities. rrhe intPrnal 
quantitjes results are broken do\vn into t.wo categories. One- category rrlat.es to 
the ~irnpler :\Pll model \vh·ich only. incorporates air leakage at. the cold end of 
the :\f>IJ (Figure 3-2a}. rfhe other category relates lo tl1e more realistic . .\Ptl 
h·akage n1odPl \vh·ich accounts for .air leakage and for bypass flo\\'S . 
.. -\s · rr1ent ioned in Chapter Three~ several combinations of paran1eters ,vere 
used in the c:alcu l-a t ions of·1" in tern al and external quantities. This combination of 




] . 'fen1peratures and fie>\\. rates from the l1EA TRT code, (HR). 
2. }lake t.enl,perat l:Jres and rneasured stack flo\v rate~ ( R,.A.fJ ... 
3. Rake ten1peratures and gas flo\\· rate into the .;\.PH predicted by the 
HEA TRT code~ (R~HR) .. 
4. Plant tl.1er111()COU ple tern per at u res and measured stack fl(>\\' rate, 









predicted by the l1EATRT code, (T,H R). 
'fo facilitate the viewing and understanding of the results, it is important to 
J ' 
con1prehend the alJove notation at an early stage. 
'· 
4.3.2 Results of External Quantities /' 
.;\II the results sho\vn in this su lJs<>rtion. are for the case of five percent 
:\ J>J1 air ]Pak age. Figure 4-25 sho\vs a r>lot. of external heat capacity versus 
. 
gross geJ1('.rat1on. . Jl<>l n t to gather frorn this plot {and from 
sul)s(•querrt ones) is that. the five_) curves sho,vn in the figure can be combined 
into ·t hreP groups of curves \\'ith similar trends. rfliPsr groups are: 
1. R.esults l)ased on ca]cu]ations usiIJg t.err1J>tratures iand flo\\' rates 
J)rC1dicted by the J1E .. t\'fR.T code. \~ariables having the suprrscript 
11 R. ? 
2. J{psults \>bt.ained frori1 calculations using rake t en1peratures and either 
a rncasured stack flo\\1 rate or an inlet gas flo,v rate predicted by the 
IIE.\'J'I{'f code. \1-ari~Jes having the sui)erscript R,.:\f and R.JJR. 
3. J{psults obtained frorn calculations using te1npPrat ures rnPasured by 
the lJlant therrn.oc9uples and either a 1neasurrd stack flo\\· ratr or an 
gas inlet flo\v rate r>red_icted l>y the HE .. ·\ TRT code. \l aria.b1es having 
t t_H' su petscript T,M and T.11 R. 
\ 
·--.~ 
1~,vo conclusions are orawn from the external beat c4-pacity plot. One is 
that calculations carried out using a gas inlet flo\v rate predicted by the 
lIE_,\'r'RT codr. and calculations carried out using a rneasured stack flow rate~ 
give al1nost ident ica] result.s. Prartical]y. it i~ ~in1p1£.,r and Jess expensive to run 
t.he III~.1\ TJ{T code than ~o n1ea.sore t-lu· flo,,· rate at tbe stack. The setond 
.• 
conclusion is that t bP calculation of ext.c·rnal ·Ji(~at ca_pacities are sensitive to the 
, ten1perat.-ures used in thP ca]culations. Tl1is is because the heat capa.city is a 
.-'"" 
function of flo\v rate.. \\' h ich is 
.. 
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---+t-++- T,A4, Plant thermocouple. temperatures and measured stack flow rate 
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depends on the temperature. In order to have a correct value of the heat 
rapacity, accurate rneasurements of external APH fluid tem17eratures are 
, 
required. 
Figure 4--26 sho\\'S results of external APH ') effectiveness, calculated using 
t:quation 3.50, Yersus load. rrhe. strong dc,pendence c>f the external effectiveness 
on external fluid ten1perat11rC1 is clear. 011cc aga.in. in order to have a feeling of 
''-
\vhat the true effectiveness is. an acturate 111easurement of external APH fluid 
.• 
(~. 
tern {)tf at ures ls rpqu ired. Figure 4-2,· sho,vs results of external effectiveness 
calculated using Equation :l.52. 
F'i gure 4-28 comr}ares l'X tern a] pff Pci VPIICSS ca]ru lated using Equation 3.50 
to that ,vhich uses Equation 3.;)2. This result is shc)\Vn only for the calculation 
JJsing the set of patarneters of rneasurcd stack flo\\'. rate and rak.e temperat'ures; 
9 
ln theory, the t'\\.·o effectivenesses should ·be identical; but in realitv. due to 
.. ' 
unrc~rtainties in velocity and ten1perature mcasuren1e11ts and due to heat ·losses 
t-o the surrcJunding_s, the t\vo effect i.vencss are t1nequal. Recall from Chapter 
,.fhree that the external. effectiv(·n~ss are defined as follo\vs 
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4.3.3 Results of Internal Quantities 
4.3.3.1 Results of Internal Quantities Based on Calculations Using the 
APH Air Leakage Model With Leakage at the Cold End Only 
Figure 4-29 shows resu]ts of intern.al heat capacity ratio versus load. 
Recall from. Chapter Three that the effectiveness is a function,~ of the l1Pat 
rapacity ratio and that the accurac_y in metal temperature predictions depends 
on the accuracy of the heat cap~city ratio. Once again it is seen that thrPe 
groups of curves arise from the plot. 
Figure 4-30 shows· results of internal effectiveness calculated using Equation 
3.29. The quantity Ntu ,vas calcu]ated using a value of n equal to 0.8. The 
flo\\' rates ,vere calculated based on five petcent air leak.age. 
The value of n in Equation 3.31 is based orl the case of turbulent flo'"' 
inside a circular tu be. The ~.\ PH flow passages are riot circular and tr1eref ore 
the . \'alue of n could be diffc~rent than 0.8. f"igures 4-31 tl-1rough 4-35 sho\\· 
plots of internal effectiveness calculated using Equation 3.29. Each plot 
represents one of the five groups of parameters mentioned above. Notice that a 
plot displays four curves. The broken line curves represent calculations carried 
., 
out fo.r a. value of n eq·ual, to 0.5. and either no leakage and fifteen percent 
leakage. The solid line curves represent calculations carried out for a value of 
t) 
,, equal t{> 0.8 and a. leak·age of zero percent and of fifteen percent. In otl1er 
\vords .. these plots "illustrate the· effect of the constant n and cJf the air leakage 
,-._{ 
on the internal effectiveness of the API1. 
\ 
The maximum discrepancy from either one of these two constants is 1 
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The following plots, Figures 4-36 through 4-40, are a comparison of exit 
external · temperatures measured by the rake thermocouples and exit external " 
temperatures calculated using Equations 3.66 and 3. 75. Once again a separate 
plot for each of the five groups of parameters is shown.· The calculations 
. . 
carried out using rake temperatures, and either a measured stack flow rate, or a 
l gas inlet flow rate predicted by the HEATRT code, overpredict the external exit 
gas temperature and underpredict the external exit" air temperature measured by 
1-,r'' 
;' 
the rake thermocouples. 
/ 
/ 
The calculations carried out using /b·~~peratures and flow rates~· predicted 
by the HEA TRT code also overpre,dict the external exit gas temperature and 
underpredict the external exit air, .temperature. 
The plots showing the results of external temperatures calculated using 
plant thermocouples, ~igures 4-39 and 4-40~ overpredict the exit air temperature 
· ·and· underpredict t·he exit gas temperature measured by the plant thermocouples. 
It is e~,pected that the rake temperatures should yield· better results than 
the plant thermocuple temperatures· since these temperatures o£e measured at 
more locations in the duct. ) I 
1 
From these plots it is clear that the best set of parameters to use as 
input for the RMPHT code to predict APH metal and fluid temperatures is 
rake tempera.tures and measured stack flow rate. If the .measured stack flow 
rate is not available, the gas into. the APH predicted by the HEATRT code 
i) 
should be used. 
.., 
Since the fluid temperature predictions need improvement, this implies that 
,, 
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Figure 4-37: Comparison 
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Figure 4-38: Comparison of measured an_~ calculated external exit APH 
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external exit APH fluid 
• 
4.3.3.2 Results of I11ternal · Quantities Based on Calculations Using the 
APH Leakage Model With Leakage a11d Bypass Flow Rates 
>. 
The r-esults shown in this section are of internal quantities based on 
calculations using an APH leakage model that includes air leakage at the cold ' 
and hot end of the APH and that incorporates air and gas bypass flows, Model 
· B (Figure3-2b ). In this Sllbsection:i, the results are only sho\\'n f~r calculations 
based on values of n ·equal to 0.8. 
r"'igure 4-41 sho\VS the behavior of the internal heat capacity as a function 
of load. Once again it is seen that the shape of the curve depends on the set 
of ·ten1peratures used in the calculations and not so rnuch on the flow rates. 
Figure 4.,.42 is a f)lot of the interr1a] effectiveness versus load. ./\gain~ the 
accuracy 
. 
of the effectiYeness ca]cu]ation depends on the accuracv ., of the 
t ernperature n1easurernents. 
/ ( 
The fact that the value of n has a minimum influence on th.e error of the 
inter11al effectiveness is sho\\'fl · in Figure 4.:.43_ · "f he d·iscrepa11cy in the 
effectiveness bet\veen using a value of ,i equal to 0.8 and a value of n equal to 
0.5 is 0.9 percent. The max.imum discrepancy in the internal effectiveness \\··hen 
using a value of a'.ir leakage of O percent and a value of 15 percent~ is 
·approxin1ate1y I percent. 
Figure 4-44 sho\\'S a rc)mparison of rxternal exit APH fluid temperatures 
calculated using Equations 3.88 and 3.94. The agreement between predicted and 
' 
n-ieasured terr1perat u res is excellent . 
• 
. Figure 4-45 sho\\·s a cor11parison of the external exit fluid temperatures 
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,using a measured stack flow rate and rake 1'temperatures. It is clear from the 
figure that the predictions based on I\1odel B are better. Therefore, it is 
concluded that ~1odel B should be used to calculate the internal velocities 
needed for i11put. to the RPHMT code. It is established that the best way to 
predict metal ten1peratures is to use rake temperatures~ a measured stack flow 
. 
rate or a gas inlet flow rate predicted by the 11 E~i\ TRT code. and a leakage 
n1odel that i11corporat,es air leakages and bypass flo\\'S. 
4.4 Ctlrr1pariso11s of 1\·1eas111"ed a11d Predicted l\1etnl Tc:k1111>e1·at11res 
4.4.1 Introductio11 
This section can be considered. the ~~ heart" of the thesis. Here a sense of 
ho\\' \vell or ho\\' pc>orly the RPH~1T code predicts metal ternperatures is 
appreciated. E-xcluding this introduction. this section is diYided into three 
subsections. The first of these subsections sho\vs results of metal ten1peratures 
predicted by the RPHI\1T code based on uniform inlet velocity and temperature 
profiles. The second subsection displays results based on nonuniform 
temperature and /or velocity profiles. The third subsection compares and dra\\'S 
ronclusions on the t\\'O previous sections. 
The link het\\'een the first t\vo Sl1bsections is in the flov; rnodel (\1odel B). 
Both subsPctions base their ca]culations on an identical flo\\r model. This flo\\' 
111odel is sho\,·n in ·Figure 4-46. ...\.s slio\vn in the previous- section., ~he external 
i 
.( 
C exit fluid temperatures calc11lated using ~1odel B predict the measured fluid 
ten1peratures better than those calculated usi,ng .. \PH leakage \1odel ~.\. This 
. 123 
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... .:i ,,. 
implies that APH ]eakage Model B should be used to calculate the internal inlet 
temperatures and velocities needed as input for the RPHMT code. The 
ca~culations of external in]et flow rat~s needed to calcu]ate the internal velocities 
\vere obtained from . Equations 3.4 and 3.9. Both these Equations were derived 
based on the assumption that stack flo\\' rate \\·as known. . Indeed, measured 
• 
values of stack flow rates were used in the ca]culations. Furthermore, geometric 
averaged t.einperatures measured b)' the rake TCs were used in the calculations. 
The values of the bypass flo\\' rates showp in Figure 4-46 ,vere obtained 
by an iterative process. This iterative·- process is explained in detail in [8]. The 
air leakage Vi.'as caJculated several years ago from oxygen n1easurements obtained 
at the .. i\.Plf gas inlet and at the stack ;8_. The; leaka 0 e obtained from these b 
n1easure111ents \Vas approximately 6.5\1 of the external gas inlet floVi.· rate. As 
~ .. 
discussed in a March, I 988 ERC co11f ere11ce, the pressure at the ESP, wl1ich is 
• 
located between the APH a.nd the stack, . IS less than atmospheric. 
Consequently, the oxygen measurements taken at the st.a.ck also incorporated air 
that leaked at the ESP. How much air leaked at the ESP is unknown. In any 
case, assuming that the APH seals have not deteriorated (,vhich is unlikely) 
from the time the oxygen was measured, (several years ago) to the time the 
metal temperatures ,vere measured.. the summe-r of 1987: the amount of air 
/ 
. p ~ Jeaka.ge at the ~.\ H must be Jess than 6.5 /c. The predicted n1eta1 temperatures 
• 
,vere obtained from r.orr1putatior1s tlased on 5c;f air leakage. 
. . ~ 
Predicted and. measured prripbera] metal t.emperatures were compared for 
each of the five thern·1ucouple locations sbo\\'ll in Figure 4~6 and for each of the 
four target loads. ln other \Vords. a total of t \\'en t y n1easured peripheral metal 













Load /J 6B Bp.a p,g 
( .;\ffi'"} 
') ... 0 
.... ;) . 0.0440 0.098 
3,50 0.0486 0.138 
" 
430 0.0-122 0.130 
585 0.0366 0.13..i· 
Figure 4-46: Flo\\·· rr1odel used lo assess the average inlet velocities 








































Load r. r. l{,u a ,i g,i 
Date (MW) ~ ( ~ ~ ( 0 F) Test 
r "'. 
. 
0 6/23/87 578.4 120.4 641.4 
3'0 6 .... 6/26/87 578.5 124. 7 643.6 
0 8/04/87 568.7 130.4 641.9 
0 8/13/87 3LO 
' I I 
577.4 125.8 650.9 
- - - .. Average .,. 
'. 
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' peripheral me~ temperature profile used i~ the • comparisons of metal 
' 
temperatures is ,.an average of several profiles obtained in different days, but 
under similar test conditions. The similarity in test conditions is in the gross 
_ gen~ration and in the APH inlet fl~id temperatures. A typical family of 
'. 
peripheral metal temperatµres along with its average is sh_O\\'n in Figure 4-47. 
The average inlet velocities were calculated using Equations 3.60 and 3.61 . 
. I 
rfhe internal flo\\' rates for this flo\v model are 
• 1- • e . • e' 
m == m . ( 1 - bB. ) - bl m . 
a a,i p,a g,2 \ 
' 
• i • e 
m = m ·(1-6 ) g g,i . Bp,g 
\\·here ;"e . is given by Equation 3.9 and ~e. by Equation 3.4. 
. u.. l g, l 
4.4.2 Comparison of Measured and Predicted Metal Temperature 
Based on Uniform Velocity and Temperature Profiles 
( 4. 9) 
(4.10) 
Figures 4-48 through 4-67 display comparisons of rneasured and predicted 
peripheral metal te111perature distributions over the load range of 250:i\l.fll" t.o 
585A11l-'. and for the locations corresponding t.o thermocour>le nu111bers 32~ 36, 48, 
fi5. 7G. Each figure diplays peripheral meta] temperatures variations over one 
:\PH revolution. 
In general. 'the predicted peripheral metal temperature profiles are within 
one standard deviation of the measu-red profiles. The measured profile is based 
127 
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. on the average of four test days carried out under similar conditions,i.e, similar 
~
load and inlet temperatures. In order to improve the predicted metal 
ternperature profiles more accurate information is needed on the APH external . 
inlet flow rates~ on the bypass .and leakage flows_ and on the inlet velocity and 
t.emperature distributions·. "~l] considered'! the metal temperature predictions, 
using uniform ten1perature and velocity profiles, -should be satisfactory for 
purposes of the sulfuric acid deposition study-. The Jargest discrepancy, 25 ° F 
' . 
underpredicted~ occurs at the inner radius (TC~32) for the full ]oad case. 
Probablv ~ most of the error at this location is due to the uncertaintv in the 
~ w 
ve]ocit v dist ri but ion. The velocit'-· of both the air an·d 0 as at the inner radius 
.J C, ~ 
is expected to be less than average (see Figures 4-68 and 4-69). 
4.4.3 ·comparison of 1\1easured a11d Predicted Metal Te111peratures 
Based on Nonu11ifor111 Velocity and Te111perature Profiles 
The results in this s.ection are sho,vn only for the f ullJ ]oad case. Tl1e flow 
~ ~ 
model (11odel B) is the same as the one sho\vn in Figure 4-46. The internal 
I. 
flow rates were calculated using Equations 4. 7 and 4.8~ tl1e average velocities 
'\\:ere obtained using Eq_liations 3.60 and 3.61. 
I 
The onlv difference in the results 
., 
sho\\'n in this section and the above section. Section 4.3.2, , is in the inlet 
velocity and temperature distributions. 
In Section 4.3.3.1 four peripheral n1etal teinperat.ure profiles are compared. 
These profiles were obtained as f ollo,vs: 
1. Measured 
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Figure 4-48: ~'let.al temperature versus dimensionless peripheral distance. 
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Figure 4-51: ?\:letal ten1peraturr Yersus dirr1ensionless peripheral- distance. 
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Figure 4-53: 1-let.al terr11>erature versus dirr1er1sionless peripheral distance. 
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Figure 4-54: ~Jetal ten1perature versus dirnension-less peripheral distance. 
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Figure 4-55: j\:leta) terr1perature versus dimensionless peripheral distance. 
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" Figure 4-58: !\:1etal temperatures versus dimensionless peripheral distance. 
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Figure 4-59: J\1etal temperature .,versus dir11ensionless peripheral distance. 
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. Figure 4-60: !'vletal terr1perature versus dimensionless peripheral distance. 
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Figure 4-61: !\i1etal temperature versus dimensionless peripheral distance. 
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Figure 4-62: ' Metal .temperature versus dimensionless peripheral distance. 
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Figure 4-63: 1,1etal temperature versus dimensionless peripheral distance. 
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3. From the RPHMT code using measured dimensionless velocity and 
temperature profiles. 
4. From the RPH~1T code using measured dimensionless velocity profiles 
and uniform temperature profiles. 
•· 
In Section 4 .. 3.3.2 three peripheral metal temperature profiles are corr1pared. 
These profiles were obtained as follows: 
I. ~1easured 
2. From the RPHI\1T code using uniform ten1peratJ.ttre profiles, a 
rneasured dimensionless air velocity pr.ofile, and a fictitious ( upper 
triangular shaped) dimensionless gas velocity profile. 
3. From the R.PHMT code using uniforrr1 ternperature profiles~ a 
measured dimensionless· air velocity profile. and a fictitious (lower 
triangular shaped) dimensionless gas \'elocity profile. 
4.4.3.1 Results Based on Measured Velocity and Temperature Profiles 
Assun1ing Self Preservation 
The inlet velocity profiles were measured at a position of four to six feet 
·' 
upstream of the APH as discussed in Section 2.4 and nondimensionalized as 
given by Equation 3.55. The average dimensionless air inlet profile is shown in 
Figure 4-68, and the average dimensionless gas inlet velocity profile is shown in 
Figure 4-69. As discussed in Section 2.4, the inlet dimensionless ·profiles of both 
the air and gas are independent of load. Thus~ the shape of the dimensionless 
profiles sho,vn in Figures 4-68 and 4·-69 are representative of all loads. Both 
these profiles \\:ere measured in the duct· at a distance of approximately six feet 
' 
,upstream of the APH and not at the ~.\PH inlet. faces where they 1w·ere required. 
The dimensionless air profile is more uniform than that of the gas because the 
SAH, located upsream of the measuring plane, straightens the air ·now prior to 
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entering the APH. Figures 4-70 and 4-71 show the dimensionless inlet air and 
' inlet gas temperature profiles measured by rake thermocouples some distance 
upstream of the APH face. Notice that the gas temperature profile is more 
uniform than the • air profile . The • air becomes cooler as it approac·hes the 
bottom of the duct because the steam in the SAH progressively cools as it flows 
down the duct and has less thermal energy to transfer to t·he air. 
Recall that both the temperature and velocity profiles"\ \.vere nieasure~d in 
the duct and not at the location of interest: the APH inlet. faces. Since the 
geometry of the duct varie~ from \\·here the mea.suren1ents \\:ere tak·en to where 
they were needed (Figure 4-72)~ the tempt'rature and velocity profiles \\·ere 
assessed at tr1e inlet face by .assu n1ing nondirnensio.nal profile self preservation. 
In other words, it was assumed th~t the shapes of the dirr1ensionless velocity 
and temperature profiles· were conserved~ For example, see Figure 4-72, 'if a 
dimensionless velocity value of "if' is measured in the duct at a height of H/3, 
the same value, " if', is expected. at. h/3 at the .. ~PH inlet face regardless of the 
, value of h. 
Figures 4-73 through 4-77 are the results based on measured profiles 
assuming self preservation. Each figure sho\.vs fo11r curves. As mention above, 
each curve \\'as obtained as follows: 
1. i\i1easured (---------). 




t.e m pe ra.t u re 
3. Frorr1 thP R_P;-I?vfT code . distributed \' e] (>City and using 
.profiles ( 
·+·· +-)-
4:. From the RPHI\·1T code • dist ri bu t.ed velocitv us1na 0 . 
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Figure 4-73: :tv1etal temperature versus peripheral dimensionless distance. 
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Figure 4-7 4: Iv1etal temper at ore versus peripheral dimensionless 4tance. 
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Figure 4-76: Metal temperature ~!ersus peripheral dimensionless distance. 
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4.4.3.2 Results Based on Assumed Triangular Dimensionless Gas Inlet 
Yelocity Profiles Assuming Self Preservation of Velocity 
Profiles 
.. i\.gain~ the results are sho\\'TI only for the full load case since it • 15 
representative of all other loads. Each figure displays three curves. Each curve 
and its distinguishing line are listed belov.·: 
l. :\'1easured ( ---------- ). 
2. From the RPH\-IT. code using uniform inlet temperature profiles~ a 
measured dirnensionless air i.nlet velocit\' profile~ and triangular 
shaped inlet gas velocity profil.e shown in Figure 4- 78a. 
(- -------). 
3. From the RPH~-IT code using unifo.rm inlet temperature profiles~ a 
measured dimensionless air inlet velocity profile~ a.nd triangular 
shaped inlet gas velocity profile sho\.vn in Figure 4- 78b. (- + - + - +-)-
1,i1e fictitious triangular shaped dimensionless inler gas velocity profiles are 
sh OVt-'Il . 1n Figur~ 4-78. The . comparison of the three peripheral metal 
ten1perat ure profiles are shown in Figures 4-79 through 4-8:). 
ThP rt'sults based on the fictitious gas inlet velocity profile~ to put it 
n1ildlv. are inaccl1rat.e. These results n1ake it clear of ho\\· sensitive the metal 
t.er11perature are to velocity n(>nuuiforrnitie,s. Furtherrr1ore, it is clear that an 
'" ' 
accurate kno\\·ledge of velocity distributions is important in order· to accurately 
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Figure 4-79: Ivletal ten1perature versus dimensionless peripheral distance. 
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Figure 4-83: i\1et.al temperature versus din1ension]ess peripheral distance. , 













4.-4.4 Remarks and Suggestions 
( 
o• I -,Jl 
,, 
\ 
As, seen from Figure 4-48 through Figure 4-67., the ·metal temperatures are 
,veil-predicted using the uniform velocity and temperature profiles. 
\\7hen using the measured distributed profi.)es as input I into the RPHMT 
\ 
,rode.. the predictions are inconsistent. The metal temperatures are \vell 
f>redirt.ed fot the outer and intermed0iate radii, yet badly predicted for the inner 
radius. This indicates that the_ assumption of self 
. preservation of the 
noncfimensionaJ velocity profile fails at t.he inner radius. It is not reromended 
to carry out sulfuric acid deposition studies using these temperatures. 
the lictitidus inlet gas velocity profiles \ · --The results based on input . using 
Cl>nclude that the meta) temperatures of· the J.\PH are . . sens1t1 ve " J • to ve oc1tv 
11011 uniformities. 
To better predict metal temperatures it is necessarv to have a 'better 
. 
kno,v]edge of the inlet velocity profiles. This can be done· either by measuring 
tbe velocity profiles at the inlet faces of the APH. LJntil better kno\vledge of 
the inlet velocity distributions are established., the best ,vay to predict rrietal 
ten1peratures is by using uniform velocity profiles. The dra"'·ba,ck of using 
uniform velocity profiles to predict metal temperatures is that . ~epending on the 
\ . 
radial cposition. the predictions \\'ill have different uncertainties. \\7 hic·h. in turn, 
t hr sulfuric acid deposition assessment \Vil] have a different error for each radiaJ 









4.5 Effects of Rotational Speed on the APH Performance 
JI 
4.5.1 Introduction ., . 
In this section the effects of APH rotational speed on the meta] and fluid 
temperati1res of the .,i\.PH are displayed and discussed. The flo,v model used "in 
th·e ana]vsis. Iv1c>de1 B, is sho\vn in Figure 4-46. .i\.11 the flo\\' rates were 
obtaine.d from equatio11s based on the kno\vledge of a measured stack flow rate. 
( 
I 
The inlet te¢1peratures and velc>city prc>files \\·ere assumed to be uniform.. The 
. .\J>}J air leakage \\·as · kept at 5~~:. 
The rot at.ion al speed \\'as varied as input into the J{ P 1-f \1rf cod.e. The 
r(>tatio.nal speed \\:as not varied at the Morganto\Vn ge.nerating facility.,. It \Vas 
kcJ>t at its design- speed of 1.09 RPM. The results are onlv s-liown for 
. 
•' 
thermocouple number 48 and for the full ·load case. rfhe· trends of these results 
are typical of all other loads a.nd of all other t hern1c>"couples. 
4.5.2 Results of the Effects of Rotational Speed on the APH's 
Perforn1ance 
Figure 4-84 shows the effects of rotational speed on the APH metal 
. 
ten1perature. F·rom the figi1re it is seen tr1at the ten1perature S\\'ing increases 
~ 
\\·ith decreasir1g speed c>f rotation. This is because as the speed of rotation 
d('rreases. the meta]. surf ace has more time to absorb h.eat from the flue gas~ or 
release beat to tl1e corr1bustion air. Thus .. the slo\ver the rotation. the more tl1e · 
t irne the metal has to apprc>ach the gas and air temperatures. 
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the cold end. Once again it is seen that the metal temperature swing increases 
\vith decreasing speed of rotation. As a consequence, the minimum metal 
temperature also decreases with decreasing speed of rot'ation. 
•; 
Figure 4-86 displays a plot of temperature swing as a function of load and 
speed of rotation. .i\s expected~ the temperature swing increases \\1ith both 
-increasing lt)ad and decreasing speed of rotation. The te1nperature swing· 
increases \vith increaing load because the inlet gas temperature increases and the 
inlet . a1r 
.~ 
t.en1perature decreases . . 1ncreas1ng load ( Figure 4-1). The 
t rrrlJJPrat ure swing also increases with decreasing rotational speed because the 
rnet al surf ace as 1nore time to absorb or release heat. The 1neasu red 
ten1perature swing shown Figure 4.,.86 is overpredicted si by the RPI-IJ\1T 
ter11perat.ure, swing. This discrepacy is due to the several assumpti(>ns that were 
rnade above. These assumptions were: 
• The flo\v rate at the stack was split equally bet\\·een the t\\'O .-\PJI 
in the unit. 
• F' i v (\ per c en t air I ea k age. 
• l: niforrr1 · temperature and velocity profiles. 
• No air leakage ·at the hot end of the APH. 
.<\)tho.ugh the measured and predicted temperature 
notice that thev follo\v the same trend~ 
. 
. . 
S\V}OOS are JD 0 disagreement, 
Since the temperatur~ s\\·ing increases \vith increas_ing load and decreasing 
speed of rotation., the minimum met.al temperature drops v.'ith increasing load 
~nd decreasing speed of rotation. This trend can be observed in Figure 4-87. 
Notice that the predicted and measured minimum meta] temperature follo\\r the 
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IS due to the several assumptions listed above . Figure 4-88 displays a plot of 
APH • • ex1t1ng fluid temperatures and external effectiveness iiS a function of 
rotatio·nal speed at constant load. Notice that at the lower speeds of rotation 
t'he effectiveness drops. As a result the exit • t,emperature drops and the exit air 
• gas temperature r1ses.t. 
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4.6 Effects of the Uncertainty in Meast1rements of Primary 




The uncertainty of the metal temperature predictions depends on the 
uncertainty of the internal heat capacity ratio. The uncertainty of the heat 
w 
ca pa.city ratio is a function of the follo\vin:g parameters 
(4.11) 
'l'he. quantity E represents the relativP uncertainty of the quantity insid·e· the 
),\ 
J>arcnt hesis. The quantities e m .. 
a. i ' 
bl ~ o1 • 6H and -bB. are obtained as rie ,e' . p.a p;g 
described in C~J1apter Tl1ree~ the quantity E'( m.;.i) can· be estimated bv tl1e 
-
~t.andard deviation of the the 
. e . 
calculated n·1easurernen ts: quantity E( rn ,) JS ·as 
a.i 
s.ho,vn . /\ppendix (; an.cl thP 
.. .• 
E(b Bp.a), E( b Bp,g), E( b ) . and E( b he) In , : <1uant1t1es are ce. · 
assu111ed to equal 0.05. 
F'igurc 4-89 sl-10,vs a plot of the ·internal heat capacity ratio versus load at 
three axial locations. From knowledge of the relative uncertaint.v in .. the 
internal heat capacity ra.tio~ the absolute uncertainty in metal temperature can 
. 
l)e (1 stin1ated frorn Figure 4-89. 1'he absolute uncertainty in metal temperature 
is tabulated for the three different axial locations shown in Figure 
. fy 
Table 4-~s111nmarises the uncertainties in the exit external 
4-89 . 
air flo\\' rate: , 
in the internal heat capacity ra.tio; and in the n1etal t.en1perature as a function 
of load a.t an axial position of )' ==0.0rn. Tables 4-3 and ,4-4 provide the sarne 
' 
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Table 4-2: Uncertainties in metal temperature at Y =Om " ' ... 
' 
E(C~) Absolute Load · E{me .) Uncertainty • 
-
· a,z In 
(~W\') (%j (%) T mf!t ( c F~ 
250 0.080 0.099 5.0 
350 0.061 0.084 3.6 
I 
430 0.086 0.105 6.8 ') 
~ 
. .• c~, 
., 
.,. 585 0.054 0.077 3.2 
. ..., 
' 
Table 4-3: C ncert.ctin ty in metal temperature at ,. -=0.3m 
,-----~------------~------· 
j . 
I I I Absolute l 
r Uncertainty in . I e 
_E(C~) I Load E(m .) I ' a.i T met (oF) (MW) .. (%) (o/o) 
' 
250 0.080 0.099 5.4 
,, 
. 
350 0.061 0.084 4.2 
430 0.086 0.105 7.4 
585 0.054 0.077 4.0 
Table 4-4: Uncertaintv in metal temperature at '\·-=0.7m 
w 
I E(me.) • Absolute Load E(C~) a,i 
Uncertainty in 
(MW) (%) (%) Tmet(oF) 
---·---I 
250 0.080 0.099 I 8.5 
-> .. 0 
~,J 0.061 0.084 ,.. ') ' ... 
. 
I 430 i 0.08fi 0.105 10.2 
• I 
1 
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·- From the results shown in the tables above it is seen that the accuracy i
n 
meatal temperature predictions improves with load except for the target loa
d of 
-
430Affl'. This inconsistency in the trend of the uncertainty in metal tempera
ture 
has to be related to data acquisition. Perhaps some of the data was obta
ined 










Suggestions for Future Work 
,,-·1·~-!. · 'I · - l· ,- ' . ·, ' \ 
_..,. 
Recal1 that in order to impro\'e_ the overall power plant efficiency, it is 
necessary to optimize the exit flue gas t.t>mperat11re.. This optimization requires 
a keen understanding of the behavior of sulfu-ric a.cid condensation and 
vaporization. In. turn_ knowledge of sulfuric acid deposition requires a.ccurate 
pre-dictions of metal temperature distributions as a function of po\ver pJant 
operating conditions. The ultimate goal of the study prc·sented in this thesis is 
I' to J)redict. rr1et al t.e1nperatures as accuratly as possible using the RP1I!v1T code . 
. ;\)t hc>ugh the Tesults shown in this t.ext are reasona-bl'y good. there is roorn for 
.. 
irr1prov{'rnent. This chapter suggests future ,vork that. ca11 be done in order 1:o 
imJ>ro·ve the a.cruracy of rnetal t.err1pPrature predicti.ons. 
Th~ accuracy of t be metal temperature f>rcdictions depends entirely on the 
accuracy of the RPH\1T code~s input. Th.e input of major i111portance are the 
,·elocity ') and temperature din1ensi(>nless distributior1s, and the average inlet 
velocities of air and gas. 
One area that could st.and improvemr1t is the knowledge of the velocity 
distributions. The ·assumption of di~ensionless velocity self preservation fails at 
the i11ner radius and thus makes this procedure of .predicting metal temperatures 
• • inconsistent.. To improve the accuracy of met al temperature predictions it is 
imperative to have l-Jetter information on the velocity distribution at the inlet 
-
faces of the .. ""Pll. ()ne ,vay of doing so is to measure the velt)cities directly at 
APH ~s inlet faces. \\1hether remeasurements of velocity distributions is \vorth 










.1\s far as the average inlet velocities are concerned, in order to improve 
their accuracy a better kwowledge of the pressure leakages is necessary. Not 
only is it of interest to know the total air leakage, but it is. also of interest to 
k·no\v the hot and cold end leakages as well. The effect of the APH seal wear 
on the pressure leakages· ,vould also be interesting to kn-0.\Y. One way of doing 
this is to take oxygen measurements befor_e and after the seals are changed. 
Further ,vork could be carried out in""order to determine the effect of carrvover 
~ 
leakages or1 the perforrr1ance of the APH. ln this-~thesis the effects <)f carrvover 
. 
"" leakages were total1y ignoreq. 'fhis study would have been rnore cor11plete if at ,_ 
lc->ast t \VO, ·workin·g thermocouples \vere available at ea.ch of the radial r>nsitions 
• 
considered and for both the cold and cold intermediate end. If this \\·ould have 
been so~ then. a better kno\v]edge of axial metal terr1perature distributions \vould 
he a\' ai lab]e. 
f'> 
Finallv. if the HE./\.TRT code is to compute the correct "'i\.PH thern1al 
cff(1 ctiveness, it should be updated so that the leakage rnodel resernbles the more 
realistic model with both air ·leakage and bypass fl<J\\'S~ and not. the present 









Ramah Letter Sv·mbo]s 
Ac., - cross sectional area [ m 2 j 
A I - flo\\' area [ m 2 ] 
. • r k~i-' , 
C - he-at capac1tv : - I 
.. I CJ 
. .,. 
_ _,,, 
. . CR - capacity ratio 
' kJ 1 
c - specific heat. : · 1 P · kg- C 
i 1 Dh - hydraulic diarneter l m j 
~ 
. kJ ., 
h - enthalpy l -.· J 
' kg 
. kg 1 
m - maSS now rate ! - 1 
I ,ec 1 
k ' 
m - cold end le.akage [ _!_ 1 
ce .fee , 
'kg] 
rnhe·. - hot end leaka.ge l~ 
,ec 
n - constant 
1Vtu - Number of Transfer Cnits 
N 
P - pressure [--;;] 
.. 
Pr - Prandtl number 
r "' '. Q - heat fluxl · .,.._: 
.fer · 
r - radius [ n1 ~ 
R - gas constant 
kJ , __ 
I ' 
' kg- ,ec ; 
Re - Reyr101ds" number 
. 
\., 








u - dimensionless velocity 
W - velocity [ ~] 
Jee 
Y - Axial distance [ m] 
Greek Letter Svmbols 
6 · percent air b~ypass flow Bp,a 
6 - percent gas bypass flo\\· Bp,g 
bL - percent total leakage 
6 - percent cold end I·eakage 
ce 
bhe - percent hot end leakage 
( - f?ffectiYeness 
E - relative ·uncertainty 
P - density r
. kg_ l, 
1. 3 J 
m 




a - air 
a .i - air inlet 
' 
a,o air outlet 
act actual 
av - average 
fJdluid - bulk 
d - duct 
D - design conditions 
g - g·as 
' ,· ' 
• 





g,i gas inlet 
_g,o - gas outlet 
i. - discrete po-int in the duct 
.. 
max - maximum 
stack - stack 
Superscripts 
e - external 
i - internal 
... / 
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. Appendix A: 
,. 
Ntu Correlations__ 







1 ,- ( hA) r. ~- 1 /( hA} h 
·· ··R·np·m l\ t1 ~ c .e r -~ 
hDh 
J; 





h == a Ren (3) 
Substituting Equa.tion 3 into Equatic>n 1. the expression for the l'v'tu.o becomes 
l I 
~\~ttL.O - (4) 
1 n · n 
rnacri 1 a('.4CRe(' ~ ]/ah.4hReh 
.. \] l ()\\' 
R 1..· . 2 · .e -,- Ii ,n 
(' C a 
, 'l Re1 = Rirn I rl g 
Substituting Equations 5 and G- intc> Equation 4. it 1s seen that 
•, . 
• 
]\7t U ,() 
' 2 (} . tn C ) 
(l p 
1 





l)ue to the • assurr1pt 10n of constant thern1ophysical properties~ the following 
expressions l1old 
a =- a = a (' h 









also, for a regenerative heat ~xchanger 
A= A = A C h 
Substituting Equations 8., 9, 10 into Equation 6 -and rearran.ging, results in 
,,, I 
]Vt u, o = ----------------------""'---'--
~/ a K ~ m~/ (m~ r - .. . m~/(m~r 
.~t the d·esign condition, Equation 11 read's 
,, 
m :' m ·. · z '-~ t ~n 
a.D, g.D 
FinaJly. diYiding Equation 12 by Equation 11. it is seen that 
;\·tu.o 
1\rt 11 1 D 
i \1-n. 
Hl , ' -a.DJ 
. . 
z { z \ n 
rn D, ,-. _n1 D\ 











Appendix B.: Actual· Heat Transfer 
• From Chapter Three it w·as established that the actual heat transfer can 
be expressed either as the actual heat gained by the air stream. or as the 
act ua] heat lost by the gas stream. Neglecting heat losses to the surroundings. 
the ex·pression for Q a" the actual heat gained by the air stre.an1. should rqual 
the expression for Q 9 ~ the actual heat lost by the gas. '\latherriatically this is 
p 
• given as 
( I ) 
:\pplying the conservation of energy principlP to t ht> rontrol volurrH' sho"·n in 




e e e e 
m .h . - m .h . 
a.1. a,1. g,i g.i (2) 
.e e 




. g .1. (3) 
e e 1 
rn == m .( 1 + 6L) g,o g,1. (4) 
Substitution of Equation 3 and Equation 4 into Equation 2~ results in 
e .( he rn . · . 
a,z a,o 
- he.)·.- b me .he == me _r he - ( l+ 6 )he '. 
a,1. L · g,z a.o _g.1 · g.z . L g,o · (5) 
C:omparison of Equation 5 to Equation 1 establishes that 
(6) 
e e Q.-m.[h. g. g.2 g,1. 
e , ( 1-c5 ")h : 
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Appendix C: Uncertainty Calculations 
., 
t 
The uncertainty in the exit external · air flow rate and in the internal heat 
rapacity ratio were both calculated by a method presented in [12]. 
calculated quantity G is expressed· in terms of measured· quantities x .: 
l 
. 




and. if the abs<>lute uncertainties of the measured quantities are kno\\;n and 
. . . E 
n 
then the> absolute uncerta1nlv of the calculated 
. . 
. . . 
quar1t1ty G 1s given as 
( .
d.' G . ..., \ ~ E ) .. 2 ax n, (2) 
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